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“God never loved me in so sweet a way before,

’Tis He alone who can such blessings send,

And when His love would new expressions find,

He brought thee to me, and He said,

‘Behold a friend.’
”
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Take these thoughts with you for the year;

go down into the valley with your brothers

and work them out in life.

Stopford A. Brooke.
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A small drop of ink,

Falling, like dew, upon a thought, produces

That which makes thousands, perhaps millions, think.—Byron .

Religion is the life of hope. It is the spirit in man
which leads him to say, I believe there is something bet-

ter for the world than the world has yet come to, I be-

lieve there is something better for me than I have yet

come to. It is the spirit which says, I am discontented

with all that I have accomplished yet, and all that I am
as yet, but because I am discontent, I will press on to

something higher and better.

—Lyman Abbott.
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Let us not concern ourselves about how other men will
do their duties, but concern ourselves about how we shall
do ours. —Lyman Abbott

.

We never know for what God is preparing us in His
schools—for what work on earth, for what work in the
hereafter. Our business is to do our work well in the
present place, whatever that may be.

What God is doing in this world is making men and
women, and when He puts a child in the cradle. He
says. You may help Me. —Lyman Abbott.

If you wish success in life, make perseverance your
bosom friend, experience your wise counsellor, caution

your elder brother, and honesty your guardian genius.—Addison.

We make provisions for this life as if it were never to

have an end, and for the other life as though it we*
never to have a beginning. —Addison.

Intend honestly and leave the event to God.—JEsop.

The world is a school, and the business of its occu-
pants, the pursuit of an education fitting them to grad-
uate into the invisible university of God.—W. R. Alger

.

After every storm the sun will smile; for every prob-
lem there is a solution, and the soul's indefeasible duty
is to be of good cheer. — TV. R. Alger.
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The birth of a little child reveals God; the helpless-

ness of a little child proves providence; the innocence

of a little child illustrates heaven; the death of a little

child implies immortality. Surely no little one sent into

an earthly home, even but for a day, and bequeathing

these beautiful and sublime lessons can be thought to

have come and gone in vain. —W. R . Alger.

All high happiness has in it some element of love; all

love contains a desire for peace. One immediate effect

of new happiness is to make us turn toward the past

with a wish to straighten out its difficulties, heal its

breaches and forgive its wrongs.

—James Lane Allen .

A crowd of troubles passed him by
As he with courage waited;

He said, “Where do you troubles fly

When you are thus belated ?”

“We go,” they say, “to those who mope.

Who look on life dejected.

Who weakly say ‘good-bye* to hope.

We go where we're expected.”

—Francis J. Allison.

Health is the first of all liberties, and happiness gives

us the energy which is the basis of health.

ii
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Great men are the true men, the men in whom nature
has succeeded. They are not extraordinary, they are
in the true order. It is the other species of men who
are not what they ought to be. Amiel.

Trifles make perfection, but perfection is no trifle.

—Michael Angelo.

Genius is eternal patience. —Michael Angelo.

Men are four:
He who knows, and knows he knows

He is wise—follow him.
He who knows, and knows not he knows

He is asleep—wake him.
He who knows not, and knows not he knows not

—

He is a fool—shun him.
He who knows not, and knows he knows not—

He is a child—teach him.

—Arabian Proverb.

A.nd it is only they who are faithful in a few things
who will be faithful over many things; only they who do
their duty in everyday and trivial matters who will ful-
fill them on great occasions. —Edwin Arnold.

I think that good must come of good.
And ill of evil—surely unto all
Tii every place or time, seeing sweet fruit
Groweth from wholesome roots, or bitter things
1'rom poison stocks; yea, seeing, too, how spite
-V reeds hate and kindness friends—or patience
Peace - —Edwin Arnold.

ms
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With aching hands and bleeding feet

We dig and heap, lay stone on stone;

We bear the burden and the heat of the long day
And wish ’twere done.

Not till the hour of light return

All we have built do we discern.

—Matthew Arnold.

M
/

/

Want of tact is at bottom selfishness, for self thinks

and acts only for itself. —Auerbach.

A wrong-doer is often a man that has left something

undone, not always he that has done something.

—Marcus Aurelius.

/A
C$4

Do not let your head run upon that which is none of

your own, but pick out some of the best of your circum-

stances, and consider how eagerly you would wish for

them, were they not in your possession.

—Marcus Aurelius

.

He is all truth in his words, and justice in his actions,

and if the whole world should disbelieve his integrity,

dispute his character, and question his happiness, he
would neither take it ill in the least, nor turn aside from
that path that leads to the aim of life, toward which he

must move, pure, calm, well prepared—and with perfect

resignation to his fate, —Marcus Aurelius.
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Remember this—that very little is needed to make a

happy life. —Marcus Aurelius.
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If any man can convince me and bring home to me
that I do not think or act aright, gladly will I change;

for I search after truth, by which man never yet was
harmed. But he is harmed who abideth on still in his

deception and ignorance. —Marcus Aurelius .

If thou workest at that which is before thee, following

right reason seriously, vigorously, calmly, without allow-

ing anything else to distract thee, but keeping thy divine

part pure, if thou shouldst be bound to give it back im-

mediately; if thou holdest to this, expecting nothing,

fearing nothing, but satisfied with thy present activity

according to nature, and with heroic truth in every word
and sound which thou utterest, thou wilt live happy.

And there is no man who is able to prevent this.

—Marcus Aurelius

.

It is a great folly not to part with your own faults,

which is possible, but to try instead to escape from
other people’s faults, which is impossible.

—Marcus Aurelius.

Let not future things disturb thee, for thou wilt come
to them if it shall be necessary, having with thee the

same reason which thou now usest for present things.

—Marcus Aurelius.

Never esteem anything as of advantage to thee that

shall make thee break thy word or lose thy self-respect.

—Marcus Aurelius.
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Such as are thy habitual thoughts, such also will be
the character of thy mind, for the soul is dyed by the
thoughts. —Marcus Aurelius

.

That which is not for the interest of the whole swarm
is not for the interest of a single bee.

—Marcus Aurelius .

The best way of revenge is not to imitate the injury.—Marcus Aurelius .

Take care that the divinity within you has a credit-
able charge to preside over. —Marcus Aurelius .

The true worth of a man is to be measured by the
objects he pursues. —Marcus Aurelius.

When we consider we are bound to be serviceable to
mankind, and bear with their faults, we shall perceive
there is a common tie of nature and relation between us.—Marcus Aurelius.

You should forgive many things in others, nothing in
y°urseIf- -Ausonius.

A little philosophy inclineth man’s mind to atheism,
but depth in philosophy bringeth men’s minds about to
religio31 ‘ -Bacon.

Defer not charities till death
; for certainly* if a

man weigh it rightly* he that doeth so* is rather liberal
of another man’s than his own. Bacon.



Be strong!

We are not here to play, to dream, to drift,

We have hard work to do, and loads to lift.

Shun not the struggle; face it. ’Tis God s gift.

Be Strong!

Say not the days are evil—Who’s to blame?

And fold the hands and acquiesce—O shame

!

Stand up, speak out, and bravely, in God’s blame.

Be Strong!

It matters not how deep intrenched the wrong,

How hard the battle goes, the day, how long.

Faint not, fight on ! To-morrow comes the song.

—Maltbie Davenport Babcock.
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Discretion of speech is more than eloquence.—Bacon.

If I might control the literature of the household, Iwould guarantee the well-being of church and state.—Bacon.

1 h
°J
d every man a debtor to his profession; from

the which as men of course do seek to receive counte-
nance and profit, so ought they of duty to endeavor
themselves by way of amends to be a help and orna-ment thereunto.

r
„—Bacon

.

If money be not thy servant, it will be thy master.The covetous man cannot so properly be said to possess
wealth, as that may be said to possess him.

—Bacon.

In running their race, men of birth look back toomuch, which is the mark of a bad runner. —Bacon

.

Prosperity is the blessing of the Old Testament; ad-
versity is the blessing of the New.

Prosperity is not without many fears and distastes;and adversity is not without comforts and hopes.—Bacon

.

That which is past is gone and irrevocable, and wisemen have enough to do with things present and to come.

^
—Bacon.
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Who taught the raven in a drought to throw pebbles
into a hollow tree where she espied water, that the
water might rise so as she might come to it? Who
taught the bee to sail through such a vast sea of air,

and to find the way from a flower in a field to her hive?
Who taught the ant to bite every grain of corn that she
burieth in her hill, lest it should take root and grow?—Bacon .

Thou goest thy way, and I go mine.
Apart, yet not afar;

Only a thin veil hangs between
The pathways where we are.

“God keep watch Tween thee and me”;
This is my prayer;

He looketh thy way. He looketh mine,
And keeps us near.

Although our paths be separate,

And thy way is not mine.
Yet coming to the mercy-seat,
My soul will meet with thine.

“God keep watch Tween thee and me”
IT1 whisper there;

He blesseth thee. He blesseth me.
And we are near.

—Julia A . Baker.

A courage which looks easy and yet is rare; the cour-
age of a teacher repeating day after day the same les-

sons—the least rewarded of all forms of courage.—Balzac .
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It is not enough to be an upright man, we must be
seen to be one; society does not exist on moral ideas
only. —Balzac

.

The deeper the feeling the less demonstrative will be
the expression of it. —Balzac.

To live in the presence of great truths and eternal
laws—that is what keeps a man patient when the world
ignores him, and calm and unspoiled when the world
praises him. —Balzac.

Life ! we’ve been long together

Through pleasant and through cloudy weather,
’Tis hard to part when friends are dear

—

Perhaps Twill cost a sigh, a tear;

Then steal away, give little warning.
Choose thine own time;

Say not Good Night—but in some brighter clime
Bid me Good Morning. —A, L, Barbauld.

If I shoot at the sun I may hit a star.—P. T. Barnum .

A good deed is never lost; he who shows courtesy,
reaps friendship; and he who plants kindness, gathers
love. —Basil .

The most fortunate men and women are those who
have worthy work to do and who do it because they
love it. —£?. Batchelor.
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Home is everywhere to thee,

Who canst thine own dwelling be.

—Joseph Beaumont.

Blessed are the Happiness Makers. Blessed are they

who know how to shine on one's gloom with their cheer.—Beecher.

Blessed be the man whose work drives him. Some-
thing must drive men; and if it is wholesome industry,

they have no time for a thousand torments and tempta-

tions. —Beecher.

Flowers are the sweetest things that God ever made
and forgot to put a soul into. —Beecher.

Do not be troubled because you have not great virtues.

God made a million spears of grass where He made one

tree. The earth is fringed and carpeted, not with for-

ests, but with grasses. Only have enough of little virtues

and common fidelities, and you need not mourn because
you are neither a hero nor a saint. —Beecher.

He who is false to present duty breaks a thread in

the loom, and will find the flaw when he may have for-

gotten its cause. —Beecher.
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If yon want your neighbor to know what the Christ
spirit will do for him, let him see what it has done for

7ou * —Beecher.

In this world it is not what we take up, but what we
give up, that makes us rich. —Beecher.

I received a letter from a lad asking me for an easy
berth. To this I replied: “You cannot be an editor; do
not try the law; do not think of the ministry; let alone
all ships and merchandise; abhor politics; don't prac-
tice medicine; be not a farmer or a soldier or a sailor;
don't study, don't think. None of these are easy. O,
my son, you have come into a hard world. I know of
only one easy place in it, and that is the grave

!"

—Beecher .

It is not the going out of port, but the coming in, that
determines the success of a voyage. —Beecher.

It is not work that kills men; it is worry. Work is

healthy; you can hardly put more upon a man than he
can bear. Worry is rust upon the blade. It is not the
revolution that destroys the machinery, but the friction.—Beecher.

Lost—a golden hour, set with sixty diamond minutes.
There is no reward, for it is gone forever.—Beecher .

Nothing dies so hard and rallies so often as intol-

erance. —Beecher.
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Put away all sarcasm from your speech. Never com-
plain. Do not prophesy evil. Have a good word for

every one or else keep silent. —Beecher.

Refinement that carries us away from our fellow men
is not God’s refinement. —Beecher .

Some men move through life as a band of music moves
down the street, flinging out pleasure on every side

through the air, to every one far and near that can

listen. —Beecher

.

Some men want to have religion like a dark lantern,

and carry it in their pocket, where nobody but them-

selves can get any good from it. —Beecher.

To-morrow, when you go into your business and find

twenty thousand dollars that can easily be scooped up,

and the law on your side—and the devil, too—look into

the invisible and see the crown which angels have for

him who shall say, “Get thee behind me, Satan.”—Beecher.

The business of life is largely made up of minute af-

fairs, requiring only judgment and diligence.—Beecher.

The first hour of the morning is the rudder of the

day. —Beecher.
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The man who has the good-will and the good-nature
of the men among whom he lives* of the society in which
he dwells* is like a craft that has wind and currents both
in its favor. —Beecher.

The test of your Christian character should be that

you are a joy-bearing agent to the world.—Beecher.

The truest self-respect is not to think of self.—Beecher .

Whoever makes home seem to the young dearer and
more happy* is a public benefactor. —Beecher .

We sleep* but the loom of life never stops; and the

pattern which was weaving when the sun went down is

weaving when it comes up to-morrow. —Beecher.

Friends give flowers

To mark the hours

Of changing seasons as they roll

—

Thoughts we give.

By them we live*

And thoughts are blossoms of the soul.—M. A . E . Benton .
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Nothing can work me damage but myself; the harm

that I sustain I carry about with me, and I am never a

real sufferer but by my own fault. —St . Bernard .

Consider the postage stamp, my son. It secures suc-

cess through its ability to stick to one thing till it gets

there. —Josh Billings.

If you ever find happiness by hunting for it, you

will find it, as the old woman did her lost spectacles,

safe on her own nose all the time.

—Josh Billings .

It is better to kno less than to kno much that ain't so.

—Josh Billings.

Our friends see the best in us, and by that very fact

call forth the best from us. —Black.

To love one soul for its beauty and grace and truth

is to open the way to appreciate all beautiful and true

and gracious souls, and to recognize spiritual beauty

wherever it is seen. —Black.

We cannot live among men, suspicious of our own in-

terest and fighting for our own hand, without doing

dishonor and hurt to our own nature. —Black.

Anxiety is the poison of human life. —Blair .

The fox condemns the trap, not himself.

—William Blake.
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Be wliat thou seemest; live thy creed.
Hold up to earth the touch divine

;

Be what thou prayest to be made;
Let the great Master's steps be thine. —Bonar.
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—Bonar.Teach by your lives.

The work of the world is done by few

;

God asks that a part be done by you.

—Sarah K. Bolton

.

The night has a thousand eyes.

And the day but one;

Yet the light of the bright world dies

With the dying sun.

The mind has a thousand eyes.

And the heart but one

;

Yet the light of a whole life dies

When love is done.—F. W. Bourdillon

.

We make way for the man who boldly pushes past us.—Bovee.

The pleasantest things in the world are pleasant

thoughts, and the great art in life is to have as many
of them as possible. —Bovee.

Books are embalmed minds. —Bovee

.

It is some compensation for great evils that they en-

force great lessons. —Bovee.

Kindness—a language which the dumb can speak, and

the deaf can understand. —Bovee .
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All the joy which does not fade is that which grows
from self-sacrifice. —A. H. Bradford

.

Whatever your present self may be, resolve with all
your strength never to degenerate thence. —Bronte.

A man who lives right, and is right, has more power
in his silence than another has by his words. Character
is like bells which ring out sweet music, and which,
when touched accidentally even, resound with sweet
mus*c* —Phillips Brooks.

Ask yourself what you would have been if you had
never been tempted, and own what a blessed thing the
educating power of temptation is.

—Phillips Brooks.

Be the noblest man that your present faith, poor
and weak and imperfect as it is, can make you be.
Live up to your present growth, your present faith.
So, and so only, do you take the next straight step for-
ward, as you stand strong where you are now

5 so only
can you think the curtain will be drawn back and there
will be revealed to you what lies beyond.

—Phillips Brooks.

God is as willing that you should read your lesson
in the sunlight as in the storm.

—Phillips Brooks.



There are loyal hearts, there are spirits brave,

There are souls that are pure and true

;

Then give to the world the best you have,

And the best will come back to you.

Give love, and love to your life will flow,

A strength in your utmost need;

Have faith, and a score of hearts will show
Their faith in your word and deed.

Give truth, and your gift will be paid in kind.

And honor will honor meet;
And a smile that is sweet will surely find

A smile that is just as sweet.

For life is the mirror of king and slave,

’Tis just what we are and do;

Then give to the world the best you have.

And the best will come back to you.

—Madeline S. Bridges .
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God has not given us vast learning to solve all the
problems, or unfailing wisdom to direct all the wander-
ings of our brothers lives, but He has given to every
one of us the power to be spiritual, and by our spiritu-
ality to lift and enlarge and enlighten the lives we
touc^* —Phillips Brooks .

He who feels contempt
For any living thing, hath faculties
That he has never used;
And thought with him
Is in its infancy.

—Phillips Brooks .

!

i

He who helps a child helps humanity with a distinct-
ness which no other help given to human creatures can
possibly give. He who puts his influence into the foun-
tain where the river comes out puts his influence in
everywhere. No land it may not reach.

—Phillips Brooks.

1
If we could all see, and always see, the essential force

which is in every good act, however slight it is, and in
every true belief, however meagre it is, how different
our lives would be. —Phillips Brooks.

It does not take great men to do great things ; it only
takes consecrated men. —Phillips Brooks.
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It is the great boon of such characters as Mr. Lin-
coln's that they reunite what God has joined together
and man has put asunder. In him was vindicated the
greatness of real goodness, and the goodness of real
greatness. —Phillips Brooks .

It seems as if heroes had done almost all for the
world that they can do; and not much more can come
until common men awake and take their common tasks.
I believe the common man's task is the hardest.

—Phillips Brooks.

It seems to me there is no maxim for a noble life like
this: Count always your highest moments your truest
moments. Believe that in the time when you were the
greatest and most spiritual man, then you were your
truest self. —Phillips Brooks.

Keep the upward windows open. Do not dare to
think that a child of God can worthily work out his
career, or worthily serve God's other children, unless
he does both in the love and fear of God their Lather.

—Phillips Brooks.

Let us beware of losing our enthusiasm. Let us ever
glory in something, and strive to attain our admiration
for all that would ennoble, and our interest in all that
would enrich and beautify our life.

—Phillips Brooks.
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Oh, do not pray for easy lives. Pray to be stronger
men ! Do not pray for tasks equal to your powers.
Pray for powers equal to your tasks ! Then the doing
of your work shall be no miracle. But you shall be
a miracle. Every day you shall wonder at yourself,
at the richness of life which has come in you by the
grace of God. —Phillips Brooks .

The old year is fast slipping back behind us. We
cannot stay it if we would. We must go on and leave
our past. Let us go forth nobly. Let us go as those
whom greater thoughts and greater deeds await beyond.

—Phillips Brooks .

This truth comes to us more and more the longer we
live; that on what field or in what uniform or with
what aims we do our duty, matters very little, or even
what our duty is. Great or small, splendid or obscure.
Only to find our duty certainly, and somewhat, some-
how, to do it faithfully, makes us good, strong, happy
and useful men, and tunes our lives into some feeble
echo of the life of God. —Phillips Brooks.

There are some who want to get rid of their past, who,
if they could, would begin all over again, . . . but
you must learn, you must let God teach you, that the
only way to get rid of your past is to get a future out of
if* —Phillips Brooks .

There is a necessary limit to our achievement, but
none to our attempt. —Phillips Brooks.
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There is positive proof in the single sunbeam of the
existence of the sun. —Phillips Brooks .

Where much is given, much shall be required. There
are never privileges to enjoy without corresponding
duties to fulfil in return. —Phillips Brooks.

You picture to yourself the beauty of bravery and
steadfastness. And then some little, wretched, disagree-
able duty comes which is your martyrdom, the lamp for
your oil ; and if you do not do it, your oil is spilled.

—Phillips Brooks.

You surrender a dear friend at the call of death, and
out of his grave the real power of friendship rises
stronger and more eternal in your life.

—Phillips Brooks.

There are few things which bless and soothe the life
of others more, or do them more good, than the giving
of thanks. It makes men feel that they are some use
in the world, and that is one of the finest impulses to a
better life. It cheers many a wearied heart with pleas^
ant hope and bids many a man who is sad in mood take
courage. —Stopford A. Brooke.

Every moment of worry weakens the soul for its daily
combat. —Anna Robertson Brown.

Come over on the sunny side of life. There is room
there for all and it is a matter of choice.

—Barnetta Brown.
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Earth’s crammed with heaven*
And every common bush afire with God.—E . B . Browning.

Free men freely work,
sit at ease.

Whoever fears God fears to—E . B. Browning .

Get work:
Be sure it is better than what you work to get.—E . B . Browning.

Let us love so well

Our work shall still be sweeter for our love*
And still our love be sweeter for our work.—E. B . Browning.

Give love* and love to your heart will flow*

A strength in your utmost need;
Have faith* and a score of hearts will show

Their faith in your work and deed.

So others shall

Take patience* labor* to their heart and hand*
From thy hand and thy heart* and thy brave cheer*

And God’s grace fructify through thee to all.—E . B. Browning .

Let us be content* in work* to do the thing we CAN
and not presume to fret because it’s little.—E. B. Browning.
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Life means, be sure.

Both heart and head—both active, both complete—
And both in earnest.

—E . B . Browning .

Oh, the little birds sang east, and the little birds sail?
west, &

And I smiled to think God’s greatness flowed around our
incompleteness.

Round our restlessness. His rest.

—E. B . Browning .

Thou shalt be served thyself by every sense
Of service which thou renderest.—E . B . Browning .

Ah, but a man s reach should exceed his grasp.
Or what’s a heaven for?

—Browning .

All service ranks the same with God

—

There is no last nor first.

—Browning .

And thus looking within and around me ever anew
( ith that stoop of the soul which in bending upraises

it, too),

The submission of man’s nothing perfect to God’s all
complete.

As by each new obeisance in spirit, I climb to His feet.—Browning .



Because a man has shop to mind
In time and place, since flesh must live.

Needs spirit lack all life behind.

All stray thoughts, fancies fugitive.

All loves except what trade can give?—Browning«

Duty done is the soul’s fireside.—Browning

.

Ever judge of men by their professions. For though

the bright moment of promising is but a moment, and

cannot be prolonged, yet if sincere in its moment’s ex-

travagant goodness, why, trust it, and know the man
by it, I say—not by his performance; which is half the

world’s work, interfere as the world needs must with its

accidents and circumstances; the profession was purely

the man’s own. I judge people by what they might be

—not are, nor will be. —Browning.

For life, with all its yields of joy and woe

And hope and fear—believe the aged friend

—

Is just our chance o’ the prize of learning love;

How love might be, hath been indeed, and is;

And that we hold henceforth to the uttermost

Such prize despite the envy of the world.

And having gained truth, keep truth, that is all.—Browning.

God has a few of us whom He whispers in the ear:

The rest may reason and welcome; ’tis we musicians

know. —Browning.
36
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How soon a smile of God can change the world

!

How we are made for happiness

!

—Browning .
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God, who registers the cup
Of mere cold water for His sake
To a disciple rendered up.

Disdains not His own thirst to slake
At the poorest love that ever was offered.
And because my heart I proffered
With true love trembling at the brim,
He suffers me to follow Him. —Browning.

Good to forgive, best to forget.—Browning.

I hold not with the pessimist that all things are ill,

nor with the optimist that all things are well. All
things are not well, but all things shall be well, because
this is God’s world. —Browning.

If you knew the light

That your soul casts in my sight.

How I look to you
For the good and true,

The beauteous and the right. —Browning.

If you loved only what were worth your love.

Love were clear gain, and wholly well for you.
Make the low nature better by your throes,

Give earth yourself, go up for gain above.—Browning.



Learn not only by a comet's rush, but by a rose's

blush. —Browning .

Lied is a rough phrase; say he fell from truth.—Browning .

Oh, world as God has made it ! All is beauty

:

And knowing this, is love, and love is duty.—Browning .

Our times are in His hand.
Who saith, “A whole I planned,"
Youth shows but half; trust

God, see all, nor be afraid.—Browning .

Such was my rule of life; I worked my best, subject
to ultimate judgment, God’s not man's. —Browning .

That low man seeks a little thing to do,

Sees it and does it;

This high man, with a great thing to pursue.
Dies ere he knows it.

That low man goes on adding one to one

—

His hundred's soon hit;

This high man, aiming at a million,

Misses an unit.

That has the world here—should he need the next.

Let the world mind him

!

This throws himself on God, and unperplexed
Seeking shall find him.
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The best is yet to be
The last of life, for which the first was made.—Browning .

The year’s at the spring,

And day’s at the morn;
Morning’s at seven;

The hillside’s dew-pearled

;

The lark’s on the wing;
The snail's on the thorn;

God’s in His heaven

—

All’s right with the world. —Browning .

There shall never be one lost good! What was, shall
live as before;

The evil is null, is nought, is silence implying sound;
What was good shall be good, with for evil so much

good more;
On the earth the broken arcs; in the heaven, a per-

fect round. —Browning .

There is no good in life but love—but love!
What else looks good, is some shade flung from love;
Love gilds it, gives it worth. —Browning .

Think when our one soul understands
The great word which makes all things new.

When earth breaks up, and heaven expands.
How will the change strike me and you

In the house not made with hands?
—Broivning .

This world’s no blot for us
Nor blank; it means intensely and means good:
To find its meaning is my meat and drink.—Browning .
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He that is down needs fear no fall.

He that is low, no prjfie;

He that is humble ever shall

Have God to be his guide.

I am content with what I have.

Little be it or much;
And, Lord, contentment still I crave.

Because thou savest such.

Fullness to such a burden is

That go on pilgrimage;

Here little, and hereafter, bliss.

Is best from age to age.

—John Bunyan.

Religion is the best armor in the world ; but the worst

cloak. —Bunyan .

Who upon earth could live were all judged justly?—Bunyan.

The true spirit of conversation consists in building on
another man’s observation, not overturning it.—Bulwer-Lytton.

There is no unbelief

;

Whoever plants a seed beneath the stfd.

And waits to see it push away the clod,

Trusts in God.

4i
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Yes, Love indeed is light from Heaven,
A spark of that immortal fire

With angels shared, by Allah given,

To lift from earth our low desire.

Devotion wafts the soul above.

But Heaven itself descends in Love.
A feeling from the Godhead caught,

To wean from self each sordid thought!
A ray of Him who formed the whole;
A glory circling round the soul!



What men want is not talent, it is purpose; not the

power to achieve, but the will to labor.—Bulwer-Lytton.

Whatever the number of a man's friends, there will

be times in his life when he has one too few; but if he

has only one enemy, he is lucky indeed, if he has not

one too many. —Bulwer-Lytton.

There are two days about which nobody should ever

worry, and these are yesterday and to-morrow.

—Robert J . Burdette.

I would say to all: use your gentlest voice at home.

Watch it day by day, as a pearl of great price; for it

will be worth to you in days to come more than the best

pearl hid in the sea. A kind voice is joy, like a lark's

song, to a hearth at home. It is a light that sings as

well as shines. Train it to sweet tones now, and it will

keep in tune through life. —Elihu Burritt.

High thoughts and noble in all lands

Help me; my soul is fed by such.

But ah, the touch of life and hands,

The human touch!

Warm, vital, close, life's symbols dear,

These need I most, and now, and here.

—Richard Burton.

There has never been a great or beautiful character

which has not become so by filling well the ordinary and
smaller offices appointed by God.

—Horace Bushnell.
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Build a little fence of trust around to-day,
Fill the space with loving deeds and therein stay;
Look not through the sheltering bars upon to-morrow,
God will help thee bear what comes of joy, or sorrow.—Mary Frances Butts.

Experience shows that success is due less to ability
than to zeal. The winner is he who gives himself to his
work, body and soul. —Charles Buxton.

You have not fulfilled every duty, unless you have
fulfilled that of being pleasant. —Charles Buxton

.

Always laugh when you can; it is a cheap medicine.
Merriment is a philosophy not well understood. It is
the sunny side of existence.

—Byron.

Be thou the rainbow to the storms of life

!

The evening beam that smiles the clouds away
And tints to-morrow with prophetic ray.—Byron.

To have joy one must share it. Happiness was born
a twin. —Byron.

What else can joy be but diffusing joy?
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One of the natural tendencies of the mortal mind is

toward proselyting. The moment we believe something
to be true, we begin to try to convert others to our be-
lief. We learn to say, with some degree of realization,
“God worketh in me to will and to do of His good pleas-
ure,” but we quite forget that the same God is working
equally in our brother “to will and to do.” “I am the
door,” says the Christ within every man’s own soul. Now
you are trying to have your dear one enter in through
your door. He must enter in through his own Christ,
his own desire. —H. E. Cady.

We go apart to get still; that new life, new inspira-
tion, new power of thought, new supplies from the
Fountainhead, may flow in. —H. Emilie Cady.

Men at some time are masters of their fates.

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars.

But in ourselves, that we are underlings.—Caesar.

Set about what thou intendest to do ; the beginning
is half the battle. Caesar.

A man lives by believing something, not by debating
and arguing about many things. —Carlyle.
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All true work is sacred. In all true work, were it

but true hand work, there is something of divineness.
Labor, wide as the earth, has its summit in Heaven.
To sit as a passive bucket and be pumped into, can be
exhilarating to no creature, how eloquent soever be the
flood of utterance that is descending. —Carlyle

.

Adversity is sometimes hard upon a man
; but for one

man who can stand prosperity there are a hundred that
will stand adversity. —Carlyle

.

Blessed is he who has found his work; let him ask
no other blessedness. He has a work, a life purpose;
he has found it, and will follow it! —Carlyle.

Cast forth thy act, thy word, into the ever-living,
ever-working universe; it is a seed-grain that cannot die.—Carlyle .

Do the duty which lies nearest thee, which thou
knowest to be a duty. Thy second duty will already
have become clearer. —Carlyle.

From the lowliest depth there is a path to the loftiest

height. —Carlyle

.

Give us, oh, give us, the man who sings at his work

!

Be his occupation what it may, he is equal to any of
those who follow the same pursuit in silent sullenness.
He does more in the same time—he will do it better

—

he will persevere longer. —Carlyle.
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Have a purpose in life, and having it, throw into

your work such strength of mind and muscle as God has

given you. —Carlyle

.

It is a much shallower and more ignoble occupation to

detect faults than to discover beauties. —Carlyle.

Man's unhappiness comes, in part, from his great-

ness. There is an infinite in him, which, with all his

cunning, he cannot quite bury under the finite.—Carlyle

.

Nine-tenths of the miseries and vices of mankind pro-

ceed from idleness. —Carlyle .

No sadder proof can be given by a man of his own
littleness than disbelief in great men. —Carlyle

.

Our grand business undoubtedly is: Not to seek for

that which lies dimly in the future, but to do that which
lies clearly at hand. —Carlyle.

Pin thy faith to no man's sleeve; hast thou not two
eyes of thine own? —Carlyle.

That there should one man die ignorant who had ca-

pacity for knowledge, this I call a tragedy.—Carlyle.
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The best teacher of duties that still lie near to us, is

the practice of those we see and have at hand.—Carlyle.

The block of granite which was an obstacle in the

pathway of the weak, becomes a stepping stone in the

pathway of the strong. —Carlyle.

The greatest of faults, I should say, is to be con-

scious of none. —Carlyle.

There is always hope in a man that actually and

earnestly works. In idleness alone is there perpetual

despair. —Carlyle.

Think of living! Thy life, wert thou the pitifullest

of all the sons of earth, is no idle dream, but a solemn

reality. It is thy own. It is all thou hast to front

eternity with. Work then, even as He has done, and

does, like a star, unhasting yet unresting.—Carlyle.

We are firm believers in the maxim, that for all right

judgment of any man or thing it is useful, nay, essential,

to see his good qualities before pronouncing on his bad.—Carlyle.

We cannot look, however imperfectly, upon a great

man without gaining something by him. He is the living

light-fountain, which it is good and pleasant to be near.—Carlyle.
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Wondrous is the strength of cheerfulness; altogether

past calculation its power of endurance. —Carlyle .

A haze on the horizon

The infinite* tender sky;

The ripe* rich tint of the corn-fields*

And the wild geese sailing high;

And all over upland and lowland
The charm of the golden rod

—

Some of us call it Autumn*
And others call it God.

—William Herbert Carruth.

Like tides on a crescent sea beach*

When the moon is new and thin*

Into our hearts high yearnings

Come welling and surging in;

Come from the mystic ocean*

Whose rim no foot has trod

—

Some of us call it longing*

And others call it God.

—William Herbert Carruth .

Condemn not her whose hours
Are not all given to spinning nor to care

;

Has God not planted every path with flowers

Whose end is to be fair?
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Even for the dead I will not bind
My soul to grief—death cannot long divide;

For is it not as if the rose had climbed
My garden wall, and blossomed on the other side ?

—Alice Cary.

Every life is meant
To help all lives; each man should live

For all men’s betterment.

—Alice Cary.

He spoils his house and throws his pains away
Who, as the sun veers, builds his windows o’er.

For should he wait, the light, some time of day.
Would come and sit beside him in his door.

—Alice Cary.

He who loves best his fellow man
Is loving God the holiest way he can.

—Alice Cary .

Why are we so impatient of delay,

Longing forever for the time to be?
For thus we live to-morrow in to-day.

Yea, sad to-morrows we may never see.—P. Cary

.

I beg you take courage; the brave soul can mend even
disaster. —Catherine of Russia.
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I think the first virtue is to restrain the tongue. He
is nearest to the Gods who knows how to be silent even
though he is in the right. -

—

Cato.

If there is any person to whom you feel dislike, that

is the person of whom you ought never to speak.—R. Cecil

.

By the street of By-and-By, one arrives at the house
of Never. —Cervantes.

The choir invisible! Who are members of it, if not

all those who in any way are doing the day's work,

whatever it may be, as well as they know how; who
are trying to make the world happier and pleasanter

for those to whom their lives are naturally bound.

—John White Chadwick.

The grand essentials of happiness are, something to

do, something to love, and something to hope for.—Chalmers.

Books give to all who faithfully use them, the spir-

itual presence of the best and greatest of our race.—Chanmng.

O God, animate us to cheerfulness ! May we have

a joyful sense of our blessings, learn to look on the

bright circumstances of our lot, and maintain a per-

petual contentedness. —Channing

.
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To live content with small means—to seek elegance
rather than luxury, and refinement rather than fashion,
to be worthy not respectable, and wealthy not rich—to

study hard, think quietly, talk gently, act frankly, to

listen to stars and birds, babes and sages, with open
heart—to bear all cheerfully—do all bravely, await oc-
casions—never hurry; in a word, to let the spiritual,

unbidden and unconscious, grow up through the com-
mon. This is to be my symphony. —Charming

.

Taste is nothing else than good sense delicately put
in force, and genius is reason in its most sublime form.—Chenier.

Aim at perfection in everything, though in most things
it is unattainable. However, they who aim at it and
persevere, will come much nearer to it than those whose
laziness and despondency make them give it up as un-
attainable. —Chesterfield.

A man s own good breeding is the best security against
other people’s ill manners. —Chesterfield.

No man can possibly improve in any company for
which he has not respect enough to be under some de-
gree of restraint. —Chesterfield.

True politeness is perfect ease and freedom. It sim-
ply consists in treating others just as you love to be
treated yourself. —Chesterfield.
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Let thy every word and act be perfect truth, uttered

in genuine love. Let not the forms of business, or the

conventional arrangements of society reduce thee into

falsehood. Be true to thyself. Be true to thy friend.

Be true to the world. —Lydia Maria Child.

You find yourself refreshed by the presence of cheer-

ful people. Why not make earnest effort to confer that

pleasure on others? You will find half the battle is

gained if you never allow yourself to say anything

gloomy. —Lydia Maria Child

.

As I approve of the youth who has something of the

old man in him, so I am no less pleased with the old

man who has something of the youth. He that follows

this rule may be old in body, but can never be so in

mind. —Cicero .

We should be as careful of our words, as of our ac-

tions, and as far from speaking ill as from doing ill.

-

—

Cicero

.

I

Friendship hath the skill and observation of the best

physician, the diligence and vigilance of the best nurse,

and the tenderness and patience of the best mother.—Clarendon.

I have lived to know that the secret of happiness is

never to allow your energies to stagnate.

—Adam Clarke .
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Do not say all that you know, but always know what
you say. 7

.J J —Claudius

.

Study, and study hard. But never let the thought
enter your mind that study alone will lead you to the
heights of usefulness and success.

—Grover Cleveland.

He prayeth best, who loveth best
All things both great and small;
For the dear God who loveth us.
He made and loveth all.

—Coleridge.

Life is but thought; so think I will.
That youth and I are house-mates still.—Coleridge .

We should pray with as much earnestness as those
who expect everything from God; we should act with
as much energy as those who expect everything from
themselves.

-Colton.

When we feel a strong desire to thrust our advice on
others, it is usually because we suspect their weakness;
but we ought rather to suspect our own. —Colton.

I

I

I

I

am not concerned that I have no place,
am concerned how I may fit myself for one,
am not concerned that I am not known,
seek to be worthy to be known.

SS

—Confucius.



Have faithfulness and sincerity as first principles.—Confucius.

Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising

every time we fall. —Confucius

.

*HOW DID YOU DIE?

Did you tackle that trouble that came your way
With a resolute heart and cheerful?

Or hide your face from the light of day
With a craven soul and fearful?

Oh, a trouble’s a ton, or a trouble’s an ounce.

Or a trouble is what you make it.

And it isn’t the fact that you’re hurt that counts.

But only how did you take it?

—Edmund Vance Coolce.

^FAILURE.

What is a failure? It’s only a spur

To a man who receives it right.

And it makes the spirit within him stir

To go in once more and fight.

If you never have failed it’s an even guess.

You never have won a high success.

—Edmund Vance Cooke.

*From “Impertinent Poems.”
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Absence of occupation is not rest,

A mind quite vacant is a mind distressed.—Cowper.

Beware of desperate steps
;
the darkest day.

Lived till to-morrow, will have passed away.—Cowper.

What I kept I have lost; what I gave away I have.
—Dying words of Croesus, the rich king.

You may not be able to leave your children a great
inheritance, but day by day you may be weaving coats
for them which they will wear through all eternity.—T. L. Cuyler.

Life is made up, not of great sacrifices or duties, but
of little things, in which smiles and kindnesses and small
obligations, given habitually, are what win and preserve
the heart and secure comfort.

—Sir Humphrey Davy

.

Learn to stand in awe of thyself. —Democritus.

We must alter for the better always and unceasingly.
Nature seems to be at rest only because she is per-
petually renewed. The soul enjoys repose on the same
terms. —Z)e Ravignon.
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Better make penitents by gentleness than hypocrites
by severity. —St. Francis de Sales.

Do not look forward to what might happen to-morrow

;

the same everlasting Father who cares for you to-day
will take care of you to-morrow, and every day. Either
He will shield you from suffering, or He will give you
unfailing strength to bear it. Be at peace then, and put
aside all anxious thoughts and imaginations.—St. Francis de Sales.

Nothing is so strong as gentleness, nothing so gentle
as real strength. —St. Francis de Sales.

When any one has offended me, I try to raise my soul
so high that the offense cannot reach if. —Descartes.

Friends—those relations* that one makes for oneself.—Deschamps.

In order to manage children well, we must borrow
their eyes and their hearts, see and feel as they do, and
judge them from their own point of view.

I pray God to make parents reasonable.

—Eugenie de Guerin.

A contented spirit is the sweetness of existence.—Dickens.

Good deeds ring clear through heaven like a bell.—Dickens.
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I love little children, and it is not a slight thing when
they, who are fresh from God, love us. —Dickens .
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It is good to be children sometimes, and never better
than at Christmas, when its mighty Founder was a child
himself. —Dickens.

No one is useless in this world who lightens the bur-
den of it to any one else. —Dickens .

Perhaps it is a good thing to have an unsound hobby
ridden hard; for it is sooner ridden to death.—Dickens .

Reflect upon your present blessings, of which every
man has many; not on your past misfortunes, of which
all men have some. —Dickens .

There is nothing so strong or safe in an emergency
of life as the simple truth. —Dickens .

Whatever I have tried to do in my life, I have tried
with all my heart to do well. What I have devoted my-
self to, I have devoted myself to completely. Never to
put one hand to anything on which I would throw my
whole self, and never to affect depreciation of my work,
whatever it was, I find now to have been golden rules.

—Charles Dickens.

Let your speech be better than silence, or be silent.—Dionysius.

The secret of success in life is for a man to be ready
for his opportunity when it comes. —Disraeli.
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When Spring comes laughing

By vale and hill.

By wind-flower walking
And daffodil

—

Sing stars of morning.

Sing morning skies.

Sing blue of speedwell

And my Love’s eyes

!

When comes the Summer,
Full leaved and strong,

And gay birds gossip

The orchard long

—

Sing hid, sweet honey
That no bee sips;

Sing red, red roses

And my Love’s lips.

When Autumn scatters

The leaves again.

And piled sheaves bury
The broad-wheeled wain—

Sing flutes of harvest

When men rejoice;

Sing round of reapers

And my Love’s voice.
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But when comes Winter
With hail and storm.

And red fire roaring

And ingle warm,
Sing first sad going
Of friends that part

;

Then sing glad meeting
And my Love’s heart.

—Austin Dobson.

Never shrink from anything which your business calls

you to do. The man who is above his business may one
day find his business above him. —Drew .

Christianity wants nothing so much in the world as

sunny people, and the old are hungrier for love than for

bread. The Oil of Joy is very cheap, and if you can
help the poor with a Garment of Praise, it will be bet-

ter for them than blankets. —Drummond.

Half the world is on the wrong scent in the pursuit

of happiness. They think it consists in having and get-

ting, and in being served by others. It consists in giv-

ing and in serving others. —Drummond .

“The greatest thing,” says some one, “a man can do
for his Heavenly Father is to be kind to some of His
other children.” I wonder how it is that we are not

all kinder than we are. How much the world needs it

!

How easily it is done ! How instantaneously it acts

!

How infallibly it is remembered ! How superabundantly

it pays itself back—for there is no debtor in the world

so honorable, so superbly honorable, as Love.—Drummond.
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There are people who go about the world looking for

slights and they are necessarily miserable, for they find

them at every turn. —Drummond

.

Touchiness, when it becomes chronic, is a morbid
condition of the inward disposition.

It is self-love inflamed to the acute point.—Drummond.

Without distinction, without calculation, without pro-

crastination, love. Lavish it upon the poor, where it is

very easy; especially upon the rich, who often need it

most; most of all upon our equals, where it is very dif-

ficult, and for whom perhaps we each do least of all.—Drummond

.

You will find as you look back upon your life that the

moments that stand out, the moments when you have
really lived, are the moments when you have done things

in a spirit of love. —Drummond.

Let this auspicious morning be expressed

With a white stone distinguished from the rest,

White as thjr fame, and as thy honor clear,

And let new joys attend on thy now added year.

—Dryden.
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A little work, a little play

To keep us going—and so, good-day

!

A little warmth, a little light

Of love's bestowing—and so, good night!

A little fun to match the sorrow
Of each day's growing—and so, good morrow!
A little trust that when we die

We reap our sowing ! And so—good bye

!

—George Du Maimere

Rest is not quitting

The busy career;

Rest is the fitting

Of self to its sphere:

*Tis loving and serving

The highest and best;

*Tis onward, unswerving,

And that is true rest.

—John S. Dwight .

Resolved, to live with all my might while I do live;

Resolved, never to lose one moment of time, but improve
it in the most profitable way I possibly can; Resolved,

never to do anything which I should despise or think

meanly of in another; Resolved, never to do anything

out of revenge; Resolved, never to do anything which
I should be afraid to do if it were the last hour of my
life. —Jonathan Edwards.
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I am more and more impressed with the duty of find-
ing happiness. —George Eliot.
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Be sure to live on the sunny side, and even then do
not expect the world to look bright, if you habitually

wear gray-brown glasses. —Chets. II . Eliot

.

“A good word is as soon said as an ill one.”

Our deeds still travel with us from afar.

And what we have been makes us what we are.

—George Eliot

.

And one should give a gleam of happiness whenever
it is possible. —George Eliot

.

Animals are such agreeable friends—they ask no

questions, they pass no criticisms. —George Eliot.

Anxiety is good for nothing, if we cannot turn it into

a defense. —George Eliot

.

Every hand is wanted in this world that can do a lit-

tle genuine^ sincere work. —George Eliot.

Every man’s work pursued steadily tends to become

an end in itself, and so to bridge over the loveless

chasms in his life. —George Eliot

.

Growing thought makes growing revelation.

—George Eliot.

I like not only to be loved, but to be told that I am
loved; the realm of silence is large enough beyond the

grave. —George Eliot.
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Rossini suggested in the music of the
Overture of William Tell the story of

the entire opera. The complete Over-
ture, splendidly played by the Colum-
bia Orchestra and masterfully don-
ducted by Prince, is one of the finest

pieces of descriptive music in the
Columbia catalog.

At Dawn:—Morning breaking over
Lake Lucerne. Music throughout this

section is steadily upwards. Cellos an-
nounce the theme, gradually a beauti-
ful melody creeps in on the strings,

pianissimo, until the whole orches-
tra feweeps in on harmony as the light

brightens the sky.

The Storm:—The opening tones of the
violins suggest the hurrying of animals
and bird life for shelter. The storm
breaks: Cjunbals, drums and brasses
roar and crash with elemental fury
while the swish of the rain is heard in

the woodwinds and strings.

The Calm:—A tonal calm overshad-
ows the orchestra. To many this sim-
ple melody is one of the most beautiful
parts in the entire Overture.
The Finale:—A military finale ends

the Overture. Trumpet fanfares sound
the call to arms. Drums are more
prominently featured than in any oth-

er musical overture ever written. The
final rush of the finale with its quicker
and quicker tempo is a thrilling close.

William Tell Overture—Part 1. (Ros-
sini). Columbia Orchestra. Chas A.
Prince, Director. William Tell

Overture—Part 2. (Rossini). Colum-
bia A6129

j

William Tell Overture—Part 3. (Ros-

j

sini.) Columbia. William Tell

]
Overture—Part 4. (Rossini.) Co-
lumbia A6130
Get these Columbia Records at The

Music Shop, on Mulberry Street, oppo
site the Frances.—Adv.



If you mean to act nobly, and seek to know the best
things which God hath put within the reach of men, you
must fix your mind on that end, and not on what will
happen to you because of it. —George Eliot.

In the man whose childhood has known caresses there
lies a fiber of memory, which can be touched to nobler
issues. —George Eliot .

It is good to be helpful and kindly, but don’t give
yourself to be melted into candle grease for the benefit
of the tallow trade. —George Eliot

It is always good to know, if only in passing, charm-
ing human beings. It refreshes one like flowers and
woods and clear books. —George Eliot

It is a sad weakness in us, after all, that the thought
of a man’s death hallows him anew to us; as if life
were not sacred, too—as if it were comparatively a
light thing to fail in love and reverence to the brother
who has to climb the whole toilsome steep with us, and
all our tears and tenderness were due to the one who
is spared that hard journey. —George Eliot.

It is easy finding reasons why other folks should be
patient. —George Eliot .
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It is only a poor sort of happiness that could ever
come by caring very much about our own narrow pleas-
ures. We can only have the highest happiness by hav-
ing wide thoughts,, and much feeling for the rest of the
world, as well as ourselves; and this sort of happiness
often brings so much pain with it that we can only tell

it from pain by its being what we would choose before
everything else, because our souls see it is good.

—George Eliot .

May I reach

That purest heaven, be to other souls

The cup of strength in some great agony.
Enkindle generous ardor, feed pure love.

Beget the smiles that have no cruelty.

Be the sweet presence of a good diffused.

And in diffusion even more intense:

So shall I join the choir invisible.

Whose music is the gladness of the world.

—George Eliot .

i

i

Nay, never falter; no great deed is done
By falterers who ask for certainty.

No good is certain, but the steadfast mind.
The undivided will to seek the good.

—George Eliot .

No soul is desolate as long as there is a human being
for whom it can feel trust and reverence.

—George Eliot .
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Speech is but broken light upon the depth of the
unspoken. —George Eliot.

That is the path we all like when we set out on our
abandonment of egoism—the path of martyrdom and
endurance, where the palm branches grow, rather than
the steep highway of tolerance, just allowance and self-

blame, where there are no leafy honors to be gathered
and worn. —George Eliot.

The responsibility of tolerance lies with those who
have the wider vision. —George Eliot.

The reward of one duty is the power to fulfil an-
other. —George Eliot.

There are so many things—best things—that can only
come when youth is past, that it may well happen to
many of us to find ourselves happier and happier to the

—George Eliot.

There’s no slipping up hill again, and no standing
still, when once you’ve begun to slip down.

—George Eliot.

Try to care about something in this vast world be-
sides the gratification of small selfish desires. Try to
care for what is best in thought and action—something
that is good apart from the accidents of your own lot.

Look on other lives besides your own. See what their
troubles are, and how they are borne.

—George Eliot .
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What do we live for^ if it is not to make life less dif-

ficult to each other? —George Eliot

.
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A friend is a person with whom I may be sincere.

Before him I may think aloud. —Emerson.

All I have seen teaches me to trust the Creator for all

I have not seen. —Emerson .

All mankind loves a lover. —Emerson.

A man's action is only a picture book of his creed.—Emerson.

A man often pays dear for a small frugality.—Emerson .

And let him go where he will, he can only find so
much beauty or worth as he carries. —Emerson .

And what is a weed ? A plant whose virtues have not
been discovered. —Emerson.

As soon as a stranger is introduced into any com-
pany, one of the first questions which all wish to have
answered, is. How does that man get his living? And
with reason; every man is a consumer, and ought to
be a producer. He fails to make his place good in the
world unless he not only pays his debts, but also adds
something to the common wealth. —Emerson.

Belief in compensation or that nothing is got for
nothing—characterizes all valuable minds.—Emerson .

7
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Be of good cheer, brave spirit; steadfastly serve that

low whisper thou hast served; for know, God hath a

select family of sons now scattered wide thro’ earth,

and each alone, who are thy spiritual kindred, and each

one by constant service to that inward law, is weaving

the sublime proportions of a true monarch’s soul. Beauty

and strength, the riches of a spotless memory, the elo-

quence of truth, the wisdom got by searching of a clear

and loving eye that seeth as God seeth. These are their

gifts, and Time, who keeps God’s word, brings on the

day to seal the marriage of these minds with thine, thine

everlasting lovers. Ye shall be the salt of all the ele-

ments, world of the world. —Emerson .



Character is higher than intellect,

be strong to live, as well as to think.

A great soul will

—Emerson .

Culture implies all which gives a mind possession of

its powers. —Emerson.

Discontent is want of self-reliance; it is infirmity of

will. —Emerson

.

Do not read newspapers column by column; remem-
ber they are made for everybody, and don’t try to get

what isn’t meant for you. —Emerson.

Don’t bewail and bemoan. Omit the negative propo-

sitions. Nerve us with incessant affirmations. Don’t
waste yourself in rejection, nor bark against the bad,

but chant the beauty of the good. —Emerson.

Don’t hang a dismal picture on the wall, and don’t

daub with sables and glooms in your conversation.—Emerson.

Don’t waste life in doubts and fears; spend yourself

on the work before you, well assured that the right per-

formance of this hour’s duties will be the best prepara-
tion for the hours or ages that follow it.—Emerson .
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Ever the words of the gods resound

;

But the porches of man’s ear
Seldom, in this low life’s round.

Are unsealed, that he may hear.—Emerson

.

Every brave heart must treat society as a child, and
never allow it to dictate. —Emerson

.

Every day brings a ship.

Every ship brings a word;
Well for those who have no fear.

Looking seaward well assured
That the word the vessel brings

Is the word they wish to hear.—Emerson

.

Every great and commanding movement in the an-
nals of the world is the triumph of enthusiasm.—Emerson

.

Fate is unpenetrated causes. —Emerson.

Finish every day and be done with it. You have done
what you could. Some blunders and absurdities no
doubt, crept in; forget them as soon as you can.—Emerson

.

Good manners are made up of petty sacrifices.—Emerson.
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Go, put your creed into your deed,

Nor speak with double tongue. —Emerson.

He who does a good deed is instantly ennobled. He
who does a mean deed is by the action itself contracted.

He who puts off impurity thereby puts on purity.—Emerson .



Great men are they who see that spiritual is stronger
than any material force; that thoughts rule the world.—Emerson.

He only is rich who owns the day; and no one owns
the day who allows it to be invaded with worry and
fret and anxiety. —Emerson.

Hitch thy wagon to a star. —Emerson .

If a man can write a better book, preach a better ser-
mon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor,
though he builds his house in the woods, the world will

make a beaten path to his door. —Emerson .

If thou wilt fill thy brain with Boston and New York,
with fashion and covetousness, and wilt stimulate thy
jaded senses with wine and French coffee, thou shalt
find no radiance of wisdom in the lonely waste of the
pine-woods. —Emerson .

If we encounter a man of rare intellect, we should
ask him what books he reads. —Emerson .
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If you have not slept, or if you have slept, or if you
have headache, or sciatica, or leprosy, or thunder stroke,

I beseech you, by all angels, to hold your peace, and not
pollute the morning, to which all the housemates bring
serene and pleasant thoughts, by corruptions and groans.—Emerson.

I have seen manners that make a similar impression
with personal beauty, that give us the like exhilaration,

and refine us like that. But they must be marked by
fine perception, they must always show self-control.

Then they must be inspired by the good heart.—Emerson.

I look upon that man as happy, who, when there is

a question of success, looks into his work for a reply;
not into the market, not into opinion, not into patronage.
Work is victory. You want but one verdict; if you
have your own, you are secure of the rest.—Emerson.

Immortality will come to such as are fit for it; and
he who would be a great soul in the future must be a
great soul now. —Emerson.

In all the superior people I have met I notice direct-
ness—truth spoken more truly, as if everything of ob-
struction, or malformation, had been trained away.—Emerson ,
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The chief want in life is somebody who shall make
do the best we can. —Emerson .



Infancy is the perpetual Messiah, which comes into
the arms of fallen men, and pleads with them to return
to paradise. —Emerson.

In landscape the painter should give the suggestion
of a fairer creation than we know. The details, the
prose of nature, lie should omit and give us only the
spirit and splendor. In a portrait he must inscribe the
character and not the features. Emerson.

Insist on yourself; never imitate. There is at this
moment for you an utterance brave and grand as that
of the colossal chisel of Phidias, or the pen of Moses or
Dante, but different from these. If you can hear what
these patriarchs say, surely you can reply to them in
the same pitch of voice. —Emerson.

In the sublimest flights of the soul,
surmounted, love is never outgrown.

rectitude is never

—Emerson .

I see not any road of perfect peace which a man can
walk, but after the council of his own bosom. Let him
quit too much association, let him go home much, and
establish himself in those courses he approves.—Emerson .

Just to fill the hour—that is happiness. •

—Emerson .
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Life is not so short but that there is always time

enough for courtesy. —Emerson

.

Life is too short to waste,

’Twill soon be dark;

Up ! mind thine own aim, and
God speed the mark! —Emerson

.

Make the most of yourself, for that is all there is of

you. —Emerson

.

Make yourself necessary to somebody. —Emerson.

Manners are the happy ways of doing things. . . .

If they are superficial, so are the dewdrops, which give

such a depth to the morning meadow.
—Emerson.

Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.—Emerson.

Our high respect for a well-read man is praise enough
for literature. —Emerson.

Self-trust is the essence of heroism.
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So nigh is grandeur to our dust.

So near is God to man.
When Duty whispers low. Thou must.

The youth replies, I can

!

-

—

Emerson .

The only way to have a friend is to be one.—Emerson

.

The ornament of the house is the friends who visit it.—Emerson.

%

We ask for long life, but ’tis deep life, or noble mo-
ments that signify. Let the measure of time be spirit-

ual, not mechanical. —Emerson.

We find in life exactly what we put in it.—Emerson.

We must be as courteous to a man as to a picture,

which we are willing to give the benefit of a good light.—Emerson.

When friendships are real, they are not glass threads

or frost work, but the solidest things we can know.—Emerson.

When a man lives with God, his voice shall be as

sweet as the murmur of the brook and the rustle of the

corn. —

-

Emerson .
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Write it on your heart that every day is the best day
in the year. No man has learned anything rightly until
he knows that every day is Doomsday. To-day is a
king in disguise. To-day always looks mean to the
thoughtless, in the face of an uniform experience that
all good and great and happy actions are made up pre-
cisely of these blank to-days. Let us not be so de-
ceived; let us unmask the king as he passes.—Emerson.

Begin, therefore, with little things. Is it a little oil

spilt or a little wine stolen ? Say to yourself, this is the
price paid for peace and tranquility; and nothing is to
be had for nothing. And when you call your servant,
consider that it is possible he may not come at your call,

or, if he does, that he may not do what you wish. But
it is not at all desirable for him, and very undesirable
for you, that it should be in his power to cause you any
disturbance. —Epictetus.
Dare to look up to God and say: “Make use of me

for the future as Thou wilt. I am of the same mind;
I am one with Thee. I refuse nothing which seems
good to Thee. Lead me whither Thou wilt. Clothe me
in whatever dress Thou wilt.

,,

—Epictetus.
God has delivered yourself to your care, and says:

“I had no fitter to trust than you.”
—Epictetus.

My friends, wait God’s good time till He gives you
the signal, and dismisses you from this service; then
dismiss yourselves to go to Him. But for the present
restrain yourselves, inhabiting the spot which He has
at present assigned you. —Epictetus.
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He is a wise man who does not grieve for the thing
which he has not, but rejoices for those which he has.—Epictetus.

If a man is unhappy this must be his own fault; for
God made all men to be happy.

—Epictetus.

Whenever you are angry, be assured that it is not
only a present evil, but that you have increased a habit.—Epictetus.

Exactness in little things is a wonderful source of
cheerfulness. —F. W. Faber.

For right is right, since God is God,
And right the day must win

;

To doubt would be disloyalty.
To falter would be sin. —F. W. Faber.

All the way to heaven is heaven.

—Canon Farrar.

Do your best loyally and cheerfully, and suffer your-
self to feel no anxiety nor fear. Your times are in God’s
hands. He has assigned you your place; He will direct
your paths; He will accept your efforts, if they be faith-

—Canon Farrar.
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The test of sincerity is fruitfulness.

—Canon Farrar.

There is only one real failure possible; and that is,

not to be true to the best one knows.

—Canon Farrar.

We all have need of that prayer of the British mari-

ner: “Save us, O God, Thine ocean is so large, and our

little boat so small.” —Canon Farrar.

We often do more good by our sympathy than by our

labors. —Canon Farrar.

Good taste rejects excessive nicety; it treats little

things as little things. —Fenelon.

The more you say, the less people remember. The
fewer the words, the greater the profit. —Fenelon .

If we want light, we must conquer darkness.—J. T. Fields .

For my own part, I believe in the immortality of the

soul, not in the sense in which I accept the demonstrable

truths of science, but as a supreme act of faith in the

reasonableness of God's work. —John Fislce .
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Only be steadfast, never waver,
Nor seek earth’s favor.

But rest;

Thou knowest what God wills must be
For all his creatures, so for thee

The best.

—Paul Fleming .
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Beware of little expenses; a small leak will sink a

great ship. —Benjamin Franklin

.

Each year, one vicious habit rooted out, in time ought

to make the worst man good. —Benjamin Franklin

.

Experience keeps a dear school, but fools will learn

in no other. —Benjamin Franklin.

Diligence is the mother of good luck.

—Benjamin Franklin

.

Dost thou love life? Then waste not time; for time

is the stuff that life is made of.

—Benjamin Franklin

.

It is the easiest thing in the world for a man to de-

ceive himself. —Benjamin Franklin.

It is true there is much to be done, and perhaps you
are weak-handed; but stick to it steadily, and you will

see great effects, for “constant dropping wears away
stones; and by diligence and patience the mouse ate in

two the cable; and little strokes fell great oaks.”

—Benjamin Franklin.

Let all your things have their places ; let each part of

your business have its time. Resolve to perform what
you ought; perform, without fail, what you resolve.

Lose no time ! Be always employed in something useful.

—Benjamin Franklin.
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The rotten apple spoils his companion.

—Benjamin Franklin .

The way to wealth is as plain as the way to market.
It depends chiefly on two words—industry and fru-

gality. —Benjamin Franklin.

Labor rids us of three great evils; tediousness, vice

and poverty. —French .

Let us devote ourselves anew to the service of good
will. Let us resolve for the time to come to be consid-

erate of all, the present and the absent; to be just to all;

to be kindly affectionate to all.—N. L . Frothingham.

Every honest occupation to which a man sets his hand
would raise him into a philosopher, if he mastered all

the knowledge that belonged to his craft.

—James Anthony Froude.

The knowledge which a man can use is the only real
knowledge, the only knowledge which has life and
growth in it, and converts itself into practical power.

—James Anthony Froude.
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You cannot dream yourself into a character; you must
hammer and forge yourself one.

—James Anthony Froude

.

Drudgery is as necessary to call out the treasures of
the mind, as harrowing and planting those of the earth.

—Margaret Fuller

.

Reverence the highest, have patience with the lowest.
Are the stars too distant? Pick up the pebble that lies

at thy feet. —Margaret Fuller

.

Try to be happy in this present moment, and put not
off being so to a time to come ; as though that time should
be of another make from this, which has already come,
and is sure. —T. Fuller.

Every flower is a hint of His beauty; every grain of
wheat a token of His beneficence; every atom of dust, a
revelation of His power. In and through all things He
is attracting our regard. —Furness.

If I cannot realize my Ideal, I can at least idealize

my Real. —W. C. Gannett.

No good thing is failure and no evil thing success.

“What is the secret of your life?” asked Mrs. Brown-
ing of Charles Kingsley; “tell me, that I may make
mine beautiful, too.” He replied, “I had a friend.”—W. C. Gannett.



Though to-day may not fulfill

All thy hopes, have patience still;

For perchance to-morrow's sun
Sees thy happier day begun. —P. Gerhardt.

Almost every moment of the day the eye is receiving

impressions from outward objects, and instantly com-
municating these impressions to the soul. Thus the
soul receives every day thousands of impressions, good
or bad, according to the character of the objects pre-
sented. —Cardinal Gibbons.

Our lives are songs;

God writes the words.
And we set them to music at leisure;

And the song is sad, or the song is glad
As we choose to fashion the measure.

We must write the song.

Whatever the words.
Whatever its rhyme, or meter;
And if it is sad, we must make it glad.

And if sweet, we must make it sweeter.—Gibbon .

I hate a thing done by halves. If it be right, do it

boldly; if it be wrong, leave it undone. —Gilpin .

One example is worth a thousand arguments.—Gladstone .
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The thrift of time will repay in after life with usury
of profit beyond your most sanguine dreams, and waste
of it will make you dwindle alike in intellectual and
moral stature beyond your darkest reckoning.—Gladstone.
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What is really wanted is to light up the spirit that is

within a boy. In some sense and in some effectual de-

gree, there is in every boy the material of good work

in the world; in every boy, not only in those who are

brilliant, not only in those who are quick, but in those

who are solid, and even in those who are dull.—Gladstone.

Are you in earnest? Seize this very minute;

What you can do, or dream you can, begin it;

Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.

Only engage, and then the mind grows heated.

Begin, and then the work will be completed.—GoetJie

.

Do to-day thy nearest duty. —Goethe.

I am an enemy to long explanation; they deceive

either the maker or the hearer, generally both.—Goethe.

Living will teach you how to live better than preacher

or book. —Goethe.

Nothing is more significant of men's character than

what they find laughable. —Goethe.

Strive constantly to concentrate yourself; never dis-

sipate your powers; incessant activity, of whatever kind,

leads finally to bankruptcy. —Goethe.
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Submit to what is unavoidable, banish the impossible
from the mind, and look around for some new object of
interest in life. —Goethe.

Tell me with whom thou art found, and I will tell thee
who thou art. —Goethe .

We are shaped and fashioned by what we love.—Goethe.

We ought to acquaint ourselves with the beautiful;
we ought to contemplate it with rapture, and attempt to
raise ourselves up to its height. And in order to gain
strength for that, we must keep ourselves thoroughly
unselfish—we must not make it our own, but rather seek
to communicate it; indeed, to make a sacrifice of it to
those who are dear and precious to us, —Goethe.

Wouldst shape a noble life? Then cast
No backward glances toward the past.
And though somewhat be lost and gone.
Yet do thou act as one new-born;
What each day needs, that shalt thou ask.

Each day will set its proper task.
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If you want to succeed in the world you must make
your own opportunities as you go on. The man who
waits for some seventh wave to toss him on dry land

will find that the seventh wave is a long time coming.

You can commit no greater folly than to sit by the road-

side until some one comes along and invites you to ride

with him to wealth or influence.

—John B. Gough .

Our opinion of people depends less upon what we see

in them, than upon what they make us see in ourselves.

—Sarah Grand.

As I watch men of affairs, I find one set who, as they

say, make one hand wash another. They are rushing

round at one o’clock to pick up the funds to pay the

note which falls due at two. I find another set more
thoughtful, who know to-day what they are to do next

Friday—know, as they would say, where they shall be

next Saturday—who are thus prepared in advance for

any exigency. —Edward Everett Hale .

Make it your habit not to be critical about small

things. —Edward Everett Hale .

Never bear more than one kind of trouble at a time.

Some people bear three—all they have had, all they

have mow, and all they expect to have.

—Edward Everett Hale.
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You must do the duty next to your hand, that is cer-
tain; but of ten duties next your hand you are to choose
that which you do most happily, which suits you best,
or for which God fitted you.

—Edward Everett Hale .

It is a sign that your reputation is small and sinking,
if your own tongue must praise you.

—Matthew Hale.

To carry care to bed is to sleep with a pack on your
back- —Haliburton.

Conscience is nothing else but the echo of God’s voice
within the soul. — B. Hall.

Nature conquers our restlessness by fatigue.—Hammerton.

The little worries that we meet each day
May be as stumbling-blocks across our way.
Or we may make them stepping-stones to be
Of grace, O Lord, to Thee! —A. E. Hamilton.

Men give me credit for genius; but all the genius I
have lies in this: When I have a subject on hand I study
it profoundly. The effect I make, they call the fruit of
genius ; it is, however, the fruit of labor and thought.

—Alexander Hamilton.
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There is a ship named Sometime;
Men dream of it, and wait;

One on the shore, impatient.

One at the household gate.

Thinking: “If it come not in the morn,
Then in the evening it may.”

But one I knew, not thinking of ships,

Worked till the close of day.

Lifting his eyes at evening time.

There his ship at anchor lay.

—Irene Hardy.
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Every thought and word and deed, of every human
being, is followed by its inevitable consequence; for the

one we are responsible; with the other we have nothing

to do. —Gail Hamilton .

A cottage will hold as much happiness as would stock

a palace. —James Hamilton .

I believe that this matter of specialization is already

—and as the years pass will become more and more

—

the keynote of success. The world's effective workers

are constantly increasing in number. Competition is

growing steadily keener. To win recognition a man will

have to do one thing extremely well. If I were giving

just one word of advice to a young man I should say

—

concentrate. —Alfred Harmsworth .

The men and women that are lifting the world upward

and onward are those who encourage more than criticise.

—Elizabeth Harrison.

Nothing bursts forth all at once. The lightning may
dart out of a black cloud; but the day sends his bright

heralds before him to prepare the world for his coming.—Harte.

No man is a hero to his valet. This is not because

the hero is no hero, but because the valet is a valet.—Hegel.
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I expect to pass through this life but once. If there-

fore there is any kindness I can show, or any good I can
do to any fellow being, let me do it now; let me not

defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.—A . B. Hegeman .

A little thought will sometimes prevent you from be-

ing discontented at not meeting with the gratitude which
you have expected. If you were only to measure your
expectations of gratitude by the extent of benevolence

which you have expended, you would seldom have occa-

sion to call people ungrateful. —Arthur Helps .

If you would be loved as a companion, avoid unneces-

sary criticism upon those with whom you live.

—Arthur Helps .

Little things done well make a great soul, and small

duties are always great duties in the sight of the angels.—Hepworth.

It matters not how strait the gate,

How charged with punishments the scroll;

I am the master of my fate;

I am the captain of my soul. —W. E . Henley .

Spring unlocks the flowers to paint the laughing soiL—Heber.
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You cannot step twice into the same stream. For as
you are stepping in, other and yet other waters flow on.—Heraclitus .

By all means use sometimes to be alone.

Salute thyself
; see what thy soul doth wear.

Dare to look in thy chest—for 'tis thine own

—

And tumble up and down what thou findest there.

Who cannot rest till he good fellows finde.

He breaks up house, turns out of doors his minde.

—George Herbert .

Dare to be true
;
nothing can need a lie

;

A fault which needs it most, grows two thereby.

—George Herbert .

Who is the honest man?
He that doth still and strongly good pursue,
To God, his neighbor and himself most true.

Whom neither force nor fawning can
Unpin, or wrench from giving all their due.

—George Herbert .

Do not discharge in haste the arrow which can never
return; it is easy to destroy happiness; most difficult to

restore it. —Herder.

He who will not answer to the rudder, must answer
to the rocks. —Herve .
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God keep you safe, my love.

All through the night;

Rest close in His encircled arms
Until the light.

My heart is with you as I kneel to pray,

Good night! God keep you in His care alway.

Thick shadows creep like silent ghosts

About my head;
I lose myself in tender dreams.

While overhead
The moon comes stealing through the window bars,

A silver sickle gleaming ’mid the stars.

For I, though I am far away,
Feel safe and strong

To trust you thus, dear love—and yet

—

The night is long,

I say with sobbing breath the fond, old prayer;
Good night, sweet dreams, God keep you everywhere.

—Mary Higman.
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If I am not for myself who will be for me? But if

I am for myself alone what am I? If not now—when?
—Hillel

Cherish ideals as the traveler cherishes the north star,

and keep the guiding light pure and bright and high

above the horizon. —Newell Dwight Hillis.

Do not waste a minute—not a second—in trying to

demonstrate to others the merit of your own perform-

ance. If your work does not vindicate itself, you can-

not vindicate it. —Thomas Wentworth Higginson .

Energy, system, perseverance—these are the great

components of success in a young man's life, and with

them he is bound to succeed as well to-day as he ever

succeeded. He must have a set standard of achieve-

ment ;
he must make up his mind what he is going to do

in the world and then keep fighting for this standard.

—James J. Hill.

There are more opportunities than there are young

men to take advantage of them. You say the country

has grown larger, that life is more complex and that as

a result the personal incentive has vanished in propor-

tion. Everything in that is perfectly correct except the

conclusion. The country is bigger and life is more com-

plex, but who will gainsay that if the country has grown

bigger and the opportunities have with it, and that if

life is more complex, it at least results in a greater va-

riety of opportunities. —James J. Hill .
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To be true—first to myself—and just and merciful.

To be kind and faithful in the little things. To be brave

with the bad; openly grateful for good; always mod-

erate. To seek the best, content with what I find—plac-

ing principles above persons and right above riches. Of

fear, none; of pain, enough to make my joys stand out;

of pity, some; of work, a plenty; of faith in God and

man, much; of love, all.

—Leigh Mitchell Hodges .
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The years write their records on men’s hearts as they

do on trees; inner circles of growth which no eye can

see. —Saxe Holm.

And where we love is home.
Home that our feet may leave, but not our hearts.

The chain may lengthen but it never parts.—Holmes .

Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul,

As the swift seasons roll!

Leave thy low-vaulted past!

Let each new temple, nobler than the last,

Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast.

Till thou at length art free,

Leaving thine outgrown shell by life’s unresting sea.

—Oliver Wendell Holmes .

Knowledge and timber shouldn’t be much used till

they are seasoned. —Holmes .

When you find a person a little better than his word,

a little more liberal than his promise, a little more than
borne out in his statements by facts, a little larger in

deed than in speech, you recognize a kind of eloquence in

that person’s utterance not laid down in Blair or Camp-
bell. —Holmes .

A noble deed is a step toward God.—J. G . Holland.
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Hearts only thrive on varied good

;

And he who gathers from a host

Of friendly hearts his daily food;

Is the best friend that we can boast.—J, G, Holland.

But evil is wrought by want of thought.

As well as want of heart.

—Thomas Hood.

Men saw the thorns on Jesus' brow.
But angels saw the roses.

—Julia Ward Howe .

A widespreading, hopeful disposition is the best um-
brella for this vale of tears. —Wm. D, Howells .

Blessed are they who have the gift of making friends,

for it is one of God's best gifts. It involves many things,

but, above all, the power of going out of oneself, and see-

ing and appreciating whatever is noble and loving in

another. —Thomas Hughes,

Remember there's always a voice saying the right

thing to you somewhere if you'll only listen for it.

—Thomas Hughes,
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Better to have the love of one
Than smiles like morning deW;
Better to have a living seed

Than flowers of every hue.

Better to feel a love within

Than be lovely to the sight;

Better a homely tenderness

Than beauty’s wild delight.

Better to love than be beloved.

Though lonely all the day;

Better the fountain in the heart

Than the fountain by the way.

Better the thanks of one dear heart

Than a nation’s voice of praise;

Better the twilight ere the dawn
Than yesterday’s mid-blaze.

—Leigh Hunt.
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We all have to learn, in one way or another, that

neither men nor boys get second chances in this world.

We all get new chances to the end of our lives, but not

second chances in the same set of circumstances; and

the great difference between one person and another is

how he takes hold and uses his first chance, and how

he takes his fall if it is scored against him.

—Thomas Hughes .

Have no fear of robbers or murderers. Such dan-

gers are from without, and are but petty. We should

fear ourselves. Prejudices are the real robbers; vices

the real murderers. The great dangers are within us.

—Victor Hugo.

The beautiful is as useful as the useful.

—Victor Hugo.

The supreme happiness of life is the conviction of

being loved for yourself, or, more correctly, being loved

in spite of yourself. —Victor Hugo .

The higher the state of civilization, the more com-

pletely do the actions of one member of the social body

influence all the rest, and the less possible is it for any

one man to do a wrong thing without interfering more

or less with the freedom of his fellow citizens.—Huxley.
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Honest good humor is the oil and wine of a merry
meeting, and there is no jovial companionship equal to

that where the jokes are rather small and the laughter
abundant. —Washington Irving .



I am glad to think

I am not bound to make the wrong go right.

But only to discover and to do.

With cheerful heart, the work that God appoints.

—Jean Ingelow .

One day at a time ! That’s all it can be

;

No faster than that is the hardest fate;

And days have their limits, however we
Begin them too early and stretch them too late.

One day at a time ! It’s a wholesome rhyme

—

A good one to live by; a day at a time.

—Helen Hunt Jackson.

Our life is always deeper than we know, is always

more divine than it seems, and hence we are able to sur-

vive degradations and despairs which otherwise must

engulf us. —Henry James .

What we earnestly aspire to be, that in some sense we
are. —Anna Jameson

.

Where the press is free, and every man able to read,

all is safe. —Thomas Jefferson.

Better to work and fail than to sleep one’s life away.—J. K. Jerome .

Quotation is a good thing, there is a community of

thought in it. —Dr. Johnson .
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’Tis better to live rich than to die rich.—Dr. Johnson.
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It is worth a thousand pounds a year to have the habit
of looking on the bright side of things.—Dr. Johnson

.

We need a revival of the individual. The question is

not. What are they doing?—but, What am I doing?
Not, Why do you not do this, that, or the other?—but,

Why am not I doing this, that, or the other?

—Jenkin Lloyd Jones .

Be a life long or short, its completeness depends on
what it was lived for. —David Starr Jordan

.

Happiness comes from striving, doing, loving, achiev-
ing, conquering, always something positive and forceful.

—David Starr Jordan

.

I have wished to teach a single lesson, true alike to all

men—the lesson of the saving of time.

No one is really miserable who has not tried to

cheapen life. —David Starr Jordan.

The problem of life is not to make life easier, but to

make men stronger. —David Starr Jordan

.

The world turns aside to let any man pass who knows
whither he is going. —David Starr Jordan.

Who brings sunshine into the life of another has sun-
shine in his own. —David Starr Jordan.
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Whoever will prosper in any line of life must save
his own time and do his own thinking. He must spend
neither time nor money which he has not earned.

—David Starr Jordan

.

Wisdom is knowing what to do next;
Skill is knowing how to do it, and Virtue is doing it.

—David Starr Jordan .

Children have more need of models than of critics.—Joubert.

Some people are always grumbling because roses have
thorns. I am thankful that thorns have roses.

—Alphonse Karr.

The moving Finger writes, and having writ,
Moves on; nor all your piety nor wit
Can lure it back to cancel half a line.

Nor all your tears wipe out a word of it.—Fitzgerald*s Omar Khayyam.

If winter comes, can spring be far behind?—Keats.

Men should bear with each other. There lives not the
man who may not be cut up, aye, lashed to pieces, on his

weakest side. —Keats .
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I believe if we could only see beforehand what it is

that our Heavenly Father means us to be, the soul

beauty and perfection and glory, the glorious and lovely
spiritual body that this soul is to dwell in through all

eternity, if we could have a glimpse of this, we should
not grudge all the trouble and pains he is taking with
us now to bring us up to that ideal which is his thought
of us. —Annie Keary.
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Endeavor to be patient in bearing the defects and in-

firmities of others, of what sort soever they be; for thou

thyself also hast many failings which must be borne with

by others. —Thomas a. Kempis.

Let those who thoughtfully consider the brevity of

life remember the length of eternity.

—Bishop Ken.

Small kindnesses, small courtesies, small considera-

tions, habitually practiced in our social intercourse, give

a greater charm to the character than the display of

great talent and accomplishments. —Kelty.

“Good-by !” Yes, “God be with you !” prayer and bless-

ing

In simplest phrase.

Alike our need and his dear care confessing

In all our ways.

—Harriet McEwen Kimball.

Be sure of the foundation of your life. Know why

you live as you do. Be ready to give a reason for it.

Do not, in such a matter as life, build on opinion or cus-

tom, or what you guess is true. Make it a matter of

certainty and science. Thomas Starr King.
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Be not anxious about to-morrow. Do to-day's duty,

fight to-day's temptation, and do not weaken and dis-

tract yourself by looking forward to things which you
cannot see, and could not understand if you saw them.

—Charles Kingsley

.

If you want to be miserable, think about yourself,

about what you want, what you like, what respect peo-

ple ought to pay you, and what people think of you.

—Charles Kingsley.

Never lose an opportunity to see anything beautiful.

Beauty is God's handwriting. —Kingsley .

Yet ere we part, one lesson I can leave you
For every day . .

Be good . . .

Do noble things, not dream them, all day long;

And so make life, death, and that vast forever

One grand sweet song.

—Charles Kingsley.

The world goes up and the world goes down.
And the sunshine follows the rain;

And yesterday's sneer and yesterday's frown
Can never come again.

—Charles Kingsley.

If I had but two loaves of bread, I would sell one and
buy hyacinths, for they would feed my soul.—Koran.

Liberality consists rather in giving reasonably than

much. —La Bruyere.
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God of our fathers, known of old.

Lord of our far-flung battle line.

Beneath whose awful hand we hold

Dominion over palm and pine.

Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet.

Lest we forget—lest we forget

!
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If, drunk with sight of power, we loose

Wild tongues that have not Thee in awe.

Such boasting as the Gentiles use.

Or lesser breeds without the Law,
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet,

Lest we forget—lest we forget!

For heathen heart that puts her trust

In reeking tube and iron shard.

All valiant dust that builds on dust.

And guarding calls not Thee to guard.

For frantic boast and foolish word,
Thy Mercy on Thy People, Lord!

—Amen.
—Rudyard Kipling .



We always weaken when we exaggerate.

—La Harpe.

Little minds are too much hurt by little things; great

minds are quite conscious of them, and despise them.

—La Rochefoucauld.

Politeness of the mind is to have delicate thoughts.

—La Rochefoucauld .

The surest proof of being endowed with noble quali-

ties, is to be free from envy. —La Rochefoucauld.

To suspect a friend is worse than to be deceived by
him. —La Rochefoucauld.

We hardly find any person of good sense, save those

who agree with us. —La Rochefoucauld .

In the hour of distress and misery the eye of every

mortal turns to friendship; in the hour of gladness and

conviviality, what is your want? It is friendship.

When the heart overflows with gratitude, or with any

other sweet and sacred sentiment, what is the word to

which it would give utterance? A friend.—W. S. Landor.

Speak gently! ’tis a little thing

Dropp’d in the heart’s deep well;

The good, the joy, that it may bring.

Eternity shall tell. —G. W. Longford .
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The beauty of work depends upon the way we meet
it—whether we arm ourselves each morning to attack it

as an enemy that must be vanquished before night comes,

or whether we open our eyes with the sunrise to welcome
it as an approaching friend who will keep us delightful

company all day, and who will make us feel at evening

that the day was well worth its fatigues.

—Lucy Larcom.

Never tell evil of a man, if you do not know it for

certainty, and if you know it for a certainty, then ask

yourself, “Why should I tell it?” —Lavater .

Life is noble in proportion to the nobleness of faith;

it is successful in proportion to the fixedness of faith.

—Joseph Le Conte .

Even when the bird walks we see that he has wings.—Lemoine .

For the will and not the gift makes the giver.—Lessing .

I said, “I will go out and look for mine enemies,” and
that day I found no friends. Again, I said, “I will go
out and look for my friends,” and that day I found no
enemies. —Gertrude R. Lewis•
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Die when I may, I want it said of me, by those who
knew me best, that I always plucked a thistle and
planted a flower when I thought a flower would grow.

—Abraham Lincoln.

I have never had a policy. I have simply tried to do

what seemed best each day, as each day came.—Lincoln.

Let us have faith that right makes might, and in that

faith let us to the end dare to do our duty as we under-

stand it. —Abraham Lincoln .

Oh, how hard it is to die and not be able to leave the

world any better for one’s little life in it!

—Abraham Lincoln .

This nation, under God, shall have a new birth of

freedom, and government of the people, by the people,

for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

—Abraham Lincoln.

To-day is given us by Him to whom belong days

—

we have the power to use it as we please; we are re-

sponsible for its proper use; how important that we do

the proper work of to-day in the sphere of to-day

!

—Abraham Lincoln .
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Sir, my concern is not whether God is on our side;
my great concern is to be on God’s side, for God is al-
ways right. —Abraham Lincoln.

Since few large pleasures are lent us on a long lease,
it is wise to cultivate a large undergrowth of small pleas-
ures> —Mary A. Livermore.



Thy voice is near me in my dreams;
In accents sweet and low.

Telling of happiness and love

In days long, long ago.

Word after word I think I hear.

Yet strange it seems to me
That, though I listen to thy voice.

Thy face I never see.

From night to night my weary heart
Lives on the treasured past.

And ev’ry day I fondly say.

He’ll come to me at last.

Yet still I weep, and watch, and pray.
As time rolls slowly on;

And yet I have no hope but thee.

Thou first, thou dearest one.—M. Lindsay .
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Error is none the better for being common, nor truth

the worse for having lain neglected.

—John LocJce.

A great part of the happiness of life consists not in

fighting battles, but in avoiding them. A masterly re-

treat is in itself a victory. —Longfellow.

Being all fashioned of the self-same dust.

Let us be merciful as well as just.—Longfellow .

Believe me, every man has his secret sorrows, which
the world knows not; and oftentimes we call a man cold,

when he is only sad. —Longfellow.

As a tired mother when the day is o'er.

Leads by the hand her little child to bed.

Half willing, half reluctant to be led,

And leaves his broken playthings on the floor.

Still gazing at them through the open door.

Nor wholly reassured and comforted
By promises of others in their stead.

Which though more splendid, may not please him more;
So nature deals with us and takes away
Our playthings one by on ', and by the hand
Leads us to rest so gently that we go

Scarce knowing if we wish to go or stay.

Being too full of sleep to understand
How far the unknown transcends the what we know.—Longfellow.
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But noble souls through dust and heat

Rise from disaster and defeat

The stronger. —Longfellow.

Give what you have,

than you dare to think.

To some one it may be better

—Longfellow .

Silence is a great peacemaker. —Longfellow.

Let nothing disturb thee,

Nothing affright thee;

All things are passing;

God never changeth;

Patient endurance
Attaineth to all things

;

Who God possesseth

In nothing is wanting;

Alone God sufficeth. —Longfellow .

Music is the universal language of mankind.—Longfellow .

Not in the clamor of the crowded street,

Nor in the shouts and plaudits of the throng.

But in ourselves, are triumph and defeat.—Longfellow.



Take the Sunday with you through the week,

And sweeten with it all the other days.—Longfellow .
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Stay, stay at home, my heart, and rest;

Home-keeping hearts are happiest,

For those that wander they know not where.

Are full of trouble, and full of care

—

To stay at home is best.

Weary and homesick and distressed.

They wander east, they wander west.

And are baffled and beaten and blown about

By the winds of the wilderness of doubt;

To stay at home is best.

Then stay at home, my heart, and rest;

The bird is safest in its nest;

O’er all that flutter their wings and fly

A hawk is hovering in the sky;

To stay at home is best.

—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
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The talent of success is nothing more than doing what
you can do well, and doing well whatever you do.—Longfellow.

Be noble, and the nobleness that lies

In other men, sleeping, but never dead.

Will rise in majesty to meet thine own;
Then shalt thou see it gleam in many eyes.

Then will pure light about thy way be shed.—Lowell.

How many simple ways there are to bless.—Lowell.

Let us be of good cheer, remembering that the mis-

fortunes hardest to bear are those which never come.—Lowell.

One thorn of experience is worth a whole wilderness

of warning. —Lowell.

The years have taught some sweet, some bitter lessons,

none
Wiser than this, to spend in all things else.

But of old friends to be most miserly. —Lowell.



RE BECO

Then a voice within his breast

Whispered, audible and clear:

“Do thy duty; that is best;

Leave unto the Lord the rest
!”
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In life’s small things be resolute and great

To keep thy muscles trained; knowest thou when Fate
Thy measure takes, or when she’ll say to thee,

“I find thee worthy, do this thing for me?”—Lowell.
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Truth forever on the scaffold; Wrong forever on the

throne

;

Yet that scaffold sways the future and beyond the dim

unknown
Standeth God within the shadow, keeping watch above

his own. —Lowell.

What an antiseptic is a pure life! —Lowell.

Whatever you may be sure of, be sure of this, that

you are dreadfully like other people.

—James Russell Lowell .

A lady's dress should be such as to please God, not

laying aside taste, for is He not much more pleased

when His children look well than otherwise? I have

no idea that Christ was negligent of his dress. His

garment was one counted worthy of casting lots upon.

—Mary Lyon

.

Rest is not idleness, and to lie sometimes on the

grass under the trees on a summer's day, listening to the

murmur of water, or watching the clouds float across

the sky, is by no means waste of time.

—John Lubbock .

The best help is not to bear the troubles of others for

them, but to inspire them with courage and energy to

bear their burdens for themselves and meet the diffi-

culties of life bravely. —John Lubbock .
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Beyond all doing of good is the being good; for he
that is good not only does good things, but all that he
does is good. —George MacDonald .

For a man to grow a gentleman, it is of great conse-

quence that his grandfather should have been an hon-
est man; but if a man be a gentleman, it matters little

what his grandfather, or grandmother either, was.

—George MacDonald .

If instead of a gem, or even a flower, we could cast

the gift of a lovely thought into the heart of a friend,

that would be giving as the angels must give.

—George Macdonald .

Man’s rank is his power to uplift.

—George Macdonald .

No man ever sank under the burden of the day. It

is when to-morrow’s burden is added to the burden of
to-day, that the weight is more than a man can bear.

—George Macdonald.

The blessedness of life depends more upon its inter-

ests than upon its comforts. —George Macdonald .

The first thing a kindness deserves is acceptance, the
second, transmission. —George Macdonald .

There are thousands willing to do great things for one
willing to do a small thing. —George Macdonald.
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To be trusted is a greater compliment than to be loved.

—George Macdonald .

To have what we want is riches; but to be able to do
without is power. —George Macdonald.

You have a disagreeable duty to do at twelve o’clock.

Do not blacken nine and ten and eleven and all between
with the color of twelve. —George Macdonald.

It is just as easy to form a good habit as it is a bad
one. And it is just as hard to break a good habit as a

bad one. So get the good ones and keep them.

—William McKinley.

People will remember the shining of the sun long

after they have forgotten the thunderstorm.
—

-Ian Maclaren.

1

What does your anxiety do? It does not empty to-

morrow, brother, of its sorrow; but, ah! it empties to-

day of its strength. It does not make you escape the

evil; it makes you unfit to cope with it if it comes.

—Ian Maclaren .

Great privileges never go save in company with great

responsibilites. —Hamilton W. Mabie.
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The test of friendship is its fidelity when every charm
of fortune and environment has been swept away, and
the bare, undraped character alone remains; if love still

holds steadfast, and the joy of companionship still sur-

vives, in such an hour, the fellowship becomes a beau-

tiful prophecy of immortality.

—Hamilton Wright Mabie.

Culture is the power which makes a man capable of

appreciating the life around him, and the power of mak-
ing that life worth appreciating. —Malloclc.

Habit is a cable; we weave a thread of it every day,

and at last we cannot break it. —Horace Mann .

Whoever you are, I earnestly entreat you to dispatch

your business as soon as possible, and then depart, un-

less you come hither, like another Hercules, to lend

some friendly assistance, for here will be work to em-
ploy you and as many as enter this place.

—Aldus Pius Manutius .

There is genius and power in persistence. It con-

quers all opposers; it gives confidence; it annihilates

obstacles. Everybody believes in the determined man.
People know that when he undertakes a thing, the bat-

tle is half won, for his rule is to accomplish whatever
he sets out to do. —Orison Swett Marden.
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Come, let us live the poetry we sing.

—Edwin Markham .

Be it ours to doubt the gloom, and not the glory of our

souls. —James Martineau.

God has so arranged the chronometry of our spirits,

that there shall be thousands of silent moments between

the striking hours. —James Martineau

,

The soul occupied with great ideas, best performs

small duties. —James Martineau .

The true use of a man’s possessions is to help his

work, and the best end of all his work is to show us

what he is. The noblest workers of our world be-

queath us nothing so great as the image of themselves.

—James Martineau,

Whichever way the wind doth blow
Some heart is glad to have it so;

Then blow it east or blow it west,

The wind that blows, that wind is best.

—Caroline A, Mason,

Jealousy is a secret avowal of inferiority.—Massillon,
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Happiness rarely is absent. It is we that know not

of its presence. The greatest felicity avails us noth-

ing if we know not that we are happy.

—Maurice Materlinck.

Let us never forget that an act of goodness is of itself

an act of happiness. No reward coming after the event

can compare with the sweet reward that went with it.

—Maurice Materlinck.

Let your task be to render yourself worthy of love,

and this even more for your own happiness than for that

of another’s. —Maurice Materlinck

.

There is a race of narrow wits that never get rich for

want of courage. Their understanding is of that halt-

ing, balancing kind which gives a man just enough light

to see difficulties and start doubts, but not enough to sur-

mount the one or to remove the other. They never get

ahead an inch, because they are always hugging some
coward maxim, which they can only interpret literally.

“Never change a certainty for an uncertainty,” “A bird

in the hand is worth two in the bush,” are their favorite

saws; and very good ones they are, too, but not to be
followed too slavishly. —William Mathews

.

How many a thing which we cast to the ground when
others pick it up becomes a gem.

—George Meredith.
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No life

Can be pure in its purpose or strong in its strife

And all life not be purer and stronger thereby.

—Owen Meredith.

We are our own fates. Our own deeds

Are our doomsmen. Man's life was made
Not for men's creeds, but men's actions.

—Owen Meredith.

For what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do

justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy

God ? —Micah.

God's poet is silence, his words are unspoken,

And yet how profound, how full and how far

!

It thrills you, and fills you with measure unbroken,

And as soft and as fair and as far as a star.

—Joaquin Miller.

A calm more awful is than storm.

Beware of calms in any form,

This life means action.

—
<Joaquin Miller.
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No one but yourself can make your life beautiful, no
one can be pure, honorable and loving for you.—J. R. Miller

.

Wanting to have a friend is altogether different from
wanting to be a friend. The former is a mere natural

human craving, the latter is the life of Christ in the soul.

—/. R . Miller.

He who reigns within himself, and rules passions, de-

sires, and fears, is more than a king. —Milton .

They also serve who only stand and wait.—Milton.

When a man is in earnest and knows what he is about,

his work is half done. —Mirabeau.

It is a hard thing to close up a discourse and to cut

it short, when you are once in, and have a great deal

more to say. There is nothing wherein the strength and
breeding of a horse is so much seen as in a round, grace-

ful, and sudden stop. —Montaigne.

Let it go before or come after, a good sentence, or a
thing well said, is always in season; if it neither suit

well with what went before, nor has much coherence
with what follows after, it is good in itself.—Montaigne

.
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Between the great things that we cannot do and the

small things we will not do, the danger is that we shall

do nothing. —Adolph Monod .
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Who does not in some sort live to others, does not live

much to himself. —Montaigne .

Be humble or you’ll stumble. —D. L . Moody

.

The world does not require so much to be informed as

to be reminded. —Hannah More

.

How the sting of poverty, or small means, is gone

when one keeps house for one’s own comfort, and not

for the comfort of one’s neighbors.

—Dinah Maria Muloch

.

It is astonishing what a lot of odd minutes one can

catch during the day, if one really sets about it.

—Dinah Maria Muloch.

Ability is of little account without opportunity.

—Napoleon I.

The reason I beat the Austrians is, they did not know
the value of five minutes. —Napoleon I.

A truly concentrated life promptly rejects every
thought of past or future that would disturb its confi-

dence in the present hour. —C. B. Newcomb.
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Go to your friend for sympathy; that is natural. Go
to your books for comfort, for counsel. But the time

will come when no book, no friend, can decide your

problem for you; when nothing can help you, nothing

can save you, but yourself. Begin now to stand alone.

—Angela Morgan.
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Circumstances! I make circumstances.

—Napoleon I.
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Disappointment should always be taken as a stimu-

lant, and never viewed as a discouragement.—C. B. Newcomb .

If we are not responsible for the thoughts that pass

our doors, we are at least responsible for those we admit
and entertain. Charles B . Newcomb .

When we cultivate thoughts of strength for others,

we ourselves grow strong. Habitual thoughts of peace

bring us tranquillity. —C. B . Newcomb .

I do not know what I may appear to the world; but

to myself I seem to have been only like a boy playing

on the seashore, and diverting myself in now and then

finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordi-

nary whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscov-

ered before me. —Newton .

»

i
Many have puzzled themselves about the origin of

evil. I am content to observe that there is evil, and
that there is a way to escape from it; and with this I

begin and end. —John Newton.

And now all the paths are free, wherever there is a

mountain pass or a river-ford; the roads are all blessed,

and they are all open and no barriers for those who will.—Mrs . Oliphant.



A house is no home unless it contain food and fire for

the mind as well as for the body.

—Margaret Fuller Ossoli.

It is the mind that makes the man^ and our vigor is

in our immortal soul. —Ovid,

I am surprised that intelligent men do not see the im-

mense value of good temper in their homes
;
and am

amazed that they will take such pains to have costly

houses and fine furniture, and yet sometimes neglect to

bring home with them good temper.

—Theodore Parker,

The books which help us most are those which make
u.3 think the most. The hardest way of learning is by
easy reading; but a great book that comes from a great

thinker, is a ship of thoughts, deep freighted with truth

and with beauty.

—Theodore Parker,

Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are

honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are

pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things

are of good report
;
if there be any virtue, and if there be

any praise, think on these things. —Paul,

If any one remains modest under blame, be assured

he is so. —Jean Paul,



Reputation is what men and women think of us
character is what God and the angels know of us.

—Thomas Paine.
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The test of an enjoyment is the remembrance which
it leaves behind. —Jean Paul.



There is a purity which
the stream of life becomes
against the rocks.

only suffering can impart;
snow-white when it dashes

—Jean Paul .

To live in the presence of great truths and eternal
laws, to be led by permanent ideals—that is what keeps
a man patient when the world ignores him, and calm
and unspoiled when the world praises him.—A . Peabody .

Here you stand at the parting of the ways ; some road
you are to take; and as you stand here, consider and
know how it is that you intend to live. Carry no bad
habits, no corrupting associations, no enmities and
strifes into this New Year. Leave these behind, and let

the dead Past bury its dead; leave them behind, and
thank God that you are able to leave them.

—Ephraim Peabody .

Tongues in trees.

Books in the running brooks.

Sermons in stones and good in everything.—W. S. Peace .

Believe nothing against another but on good au-
thority; nor report what may hurt another, unless it be
a greater hurt to conceal it.

—William Penn .
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No pain, no palm; no thorns, no throne; no gall, no
glory; no cross, no crown.

—William Penn

.

Honest men esteem and value nothing so much in this
world as a real friend. Such a one is as it were another
self, to whom we impart our most secret thoughts, who
partakes of our joy, and comforts us in our affliction;

add to this, that his company is an everlasting pleasure
to —Pilpay

.

Can a man help imitating that with which he holds
reverential converse? —Plato.

Music to the mind is as air to the body. —Plato.

The best way of training the young is to train your-
self at the same time; not to admonish them, but to be
seen always doing that of which you would admonish
them. —Plato.

Thinking is the talking of the soul with itself.—Plato.

What is good is worth repeating. —Plato.

Do you never look at yourself when you abuse an-
other? —Plautus.
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Point thy tongue on the anvil of truth. —Pindar.
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It is not because your heart is mine—mine only.
Mine alone.

It is not because you choose me weak and lonely
For your own;

Not because the earth is fairer, and the skies,

Spread above you.
Are more radiant for the shining of your eyes

—

That I love you

!

Nay, not even because your hand holds heart and life

At your will.

Soothing, hushing all its discord, making strife

Calm and still;

Teaching Trust to fold her wings, nor ever roam
From her nest;

Teaching Love that her securest, safest home
Must be rest.

But because this human Love, though true and sweet

—

Yours and mine

—

Has been sent by Love more tender, more complete,
More divine.

That it leads our hearts to rest at last in Heaven,
Far above you;

Do I take you as a gift that God has given

—

And I love you!

—Adelaide Anne Procter.
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Accustom yourself to master and overcome things of

difficulty; for if you observe—the left hand for want of

practice is insignificant—and not adapted to general

business; yet it holds the bridle better than the right—

-

from constant use. —Pliny

.

It is indeed a desirable thing to be well descended,

but the glory belongs to our ancestors. —Plutarch.

Learn to be pleased with everything; with wealth so

far as it makes us of benefit to others ; with poverty, for

not having much to care for, and with obscurity, for

being unenvied. —Plutarch .

The finest culture comes from the study of men in

their best moods. —Plutarch.

Make each day a critic on the last. —Pope.

Praise undeserved is satire in disguise. —Pope .

To err is human, to forgive divine. —Pope.

I wonder did you ever count

The value of one human fate;

Or sum the infinite amount
Of one heart’s treasure, and the weight

Of life’s one venture, and the whole

Concentrate purpose of a soul.

—Adelaide A. Procter.

i

i

i
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Young men, you are the architects of your own for-

tunes. Rely upon your own strength of body and soul.

Take for your star, self-reliance. Don't take too much
advice—keep at your helm and steer your own ship, and
remember that the great art of commanding is to take

a fair share of the work. Think well of yourself.

Strike out. Be in earnest. Be self-reliant. Be gener-

ous. Be civil. Read the papers. Advertise your busi-

ness. Make money, and do good with it. Love your
God and fellow men. Love truth and virtue. Love your
country and obey its laws. —Porter.

If there be no nobility of descent, all the more indis-

pensable is it that there should be nobility of ascent—

a

character in them that bear rule so fine and high and
pure that as men come within the circle of its influence

they involuntarily pay homage to that which is the one
pre-eminent distinction, the royalty of virtue.

—Henry C. Potter.
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There is no grief without some great provision to

soften its intenseness. —G. D. Prentice .

Answer not a fool according to his folly, lest thou

also be like unto him. —Proverbs 26 : 4.

Every life that has God in it has the index to char-

acter and the key to the highest attainment.—L . Purington .

Thoughts of courage, and hope, and highest expecta-

tion growing habitual, may lift out and up many a weary
pilgrim. —L. Purington.

It is by doing our duty that we learn to do it. So
long as men dispute whether or no a thing is their duty,

they get never the nearer. Let them set ever so weakly
about doing it, and the face of things alters. They find

in themselves strength which they knew not of.—E. B. Pusey.

Friendship—one soul in two bodies.
]—Pythagoras .

Deliberate long before thou consecrate a friend; and
when thy impartial judgment concludes him worthy of

thy bosom, receive him joyfully and entertain him
wisely; impart thy secrets boldly, and mingle thy

thoughts with his; he is thy very self; and use him so;

if thou firmly believe him faithful, thou makest him so.—F. Quarles.
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“Folded hands are ever weary,
Selfish hearts are never gay;

Life for thee hath many duties,

Active be, then, while you may/'
Be strong to hope, O Heart

!

Though day is bright,

The stars can only shine

In the dark night.

Be strong, O heart of mine

;

Look towards the light.

—Adelaide A. Procter.



Give not thy tongue too great liberty, lest it take thee

a prisoner. A word unspoken is like the sword in the

scabbard—thine : if vented, thy sword is in another's

hand. —Quarles .

When you have a number of disagreeable duties to

perform, always do the most disagreeable first.

—Josiah Quincy .

While we deliberate about beginning, it is already

too late to begin. —Quintilian .

Borrowing is the canker and the death of every man's
estate. —Sir Walter Raleigh .

Try to put well in practice what you already know;
in so doing you will, in good time, discover the hidden

things which you now inquire about.
—Rembrandt

.

A room hung with pictures is a room hung with

thoughts. —-Sir Joshua Reynolds .

Is thy friend angry with thee? then provide him an
opportunity of showing thee a great favor. Over that

his heart must needs melt, and he will love thee again.—Richter.
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If thou wouldst speak a word of loving cheer,

Oh, speak it now. This moment is thine own.

—Nellie M. Richardson .
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May all go well with you ! May life’s short day glide
on peaceful and bright, with no more clouds than may
glisten in the sunshine, no more rain than may form
a rainbow. —Richter.

Try it for a day, I beseech you, to preserve yourself
in an easy and cheerful frame of mind. Compare the
day in which you have rooted out the weed of dissatis-

faction with that on which you have allowed it to grow
up, and you will find your heart open to every good
motive, your life strengthened and your breast armed
with a panoply against every trick of fate; truly, you
will wonder at your own improvement. —Richter

.

But it may be in a diviner air.

Transfigured and made pure.
The harvest that we deemed as wholly lost

Waits perfect and mature.
And the faint heart, that now defeated grieves.

May yet stand smiling ’mid abundant sheaves.

—Mary L . Ritter

.

Few men suspect how much mere talk fritters away
spiritual energy—that which should be spent in action,

spends itself in words. Hence he who restrains that
love of talk lays up a fund of spiritual strength.—F . TV. Robertson.
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Do the duty next to you, leave the rest to develop

itself. —F. W. Robertson.
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Let the weakest, let the humblest remember, that in
his daily course he can, if he will, shed around him al-

most a heaven. Kindly words, sympathizing attentions,
watchfulness against wounding men’s sensitiveness

—

these cost very little, but they are priceless in their
value. Are they not almost the staple of our daily hap-
piness? From hour to hour, from moment to moment,
we are supported, blest, by small kindnesses.—F. W . Robertson.

I learned to cultivate the qualities of courage and pa-
tience when I was sixteen years of age. Soon my em-
ployers knew that I wanted to do the right thing.
Bankers came to have confidence in me, and then my
success followed, step by step.

—John D. Rockefeller.

God’s best gift to us is not things, but opportunities.

—Alice W. Rollins .

I wish to preach, not the doctrine of ignoble ease,
but the doctrine of the strenuous life—the life of toil

and effort, of labor and strife; to preach that highest
form of success which comes, not to the man who desires
mere easy peace, but to the man who does not shrink
from danger, from hardship, or from bitter toil, and
who out of these wins the splendid ultimate triumph.

—Theodore Roosevelt.

It is hard to fail, but it is worse never to have tried
to succeed. In this life we get nothing save by effort.

—Theodore Roosevelt.
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Aggressive fighting

the world knows.

for the right is the greatest sport

—Theodore Roosevelt .
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Of course what we have a right to expect from the
American boy is that he shall turn out to be a good'
American man. Now, the chances are strong that he;
won't be much of a man unless he is a good deal of a
boy. He must not be a coward or weakling, a bully

,

(

a shirk or a prig. He must work hard and play hard. 1

He must be clean-minded and clean-lived, and able to'

hold his own under all circumstances and against alt
comers. It is only on these conditions that he will grow!
into the kind of a man of whom America can really bef
proud. In life as in a football game the principle to;

follow is: Hit the line hard; don't foul and don't shirk,

i

but hit the line hard. —Theodore Roosevelt .

Can anything be sadder than work left unfinished?
Yes; work never begun. —Christina Rossetti.

Temperance and labor are the two best physicians of
man * —Rousseau .

The world is such stuff as ideas are made of.
Thought possesses all things. But the world is not un-
real. It extends infinitely beyond our private con-
sciousness, because it is the world of a universal mind.

—Josiah Royce .
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I never could believe that Providence had sent a few

men into the world ready booted and spurred to ride,

and millions ready saddled and bridled to be ridden.

—Richard Rumbold.

All one’s life is music if one touches the notes rightly

and in tune. —Ruskin

.

Do not think it wasted time to submit yourself to any

influence which may bring upon you any noble feeling.—Raskin .

Every duty we omit, obscures some truth we should

have known. —Ruskin

.

Every great man is always being helped by every-

body ; for his gift is to get good out of all things and all

persons. —Ruskin.

Every noble life leaves the fibre of it interwoven for-

ever in the works of the world. —Ruskin.

However good you may be you have faults; however

dull you may be you can find out what some of them

are, and however slight they may be you had better

make some—not too painful, but patient efforts to get

rid of them. —Ruskin.
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Ah, why should we wear black for the guests of God?—Ruskin.
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If you want knowledge, you must toil for it; if food,

you must toil for it; and if pleasure, you must toil for

it. Toil is the law. Pleasure comes through toil, and
not by self-indulgence and indolence. When one gets

to love work, his life is a happy one. —Ruskin .

It is a good and safe rule to sojourn in every place,

as if you meant to spend your life there, never omitting

an opportunity of doing a kindness, or speaking a true

word, or making a friend. —Ruskin .

It is not a question of how much we are to do, but of

how it is to be done; it is not a question of doing more,

but of doing better. —Ruskin .

It is not written, blessed is he that feedeth the poor,

but he that considereth the poor. A little thought and a

little kindness are often worth more than a great deal

of money. —Ruskin.

Nothing is ever done beautifully which is done in

rivalship; nor nobly, which is done in pride.—Ruskin .

Sunshine is delicious, rain is refreshing, wind braces

up, snow is exhilarating; there is really no such thing

as bad weather, only different kinds of good weather.—Ruskin .
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Hundreds can talk to one who can think; thousands

can think to one who can see. —Ruskin.
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The moment a man can really do his work, he becomes
speechless about it. All words become idle to him—all

theories. —Buskin.
j

The path of a good woman is indeed strewn with
dowers

; but they rise behind her steps, not before them.—Ruskin.

There is no music in a rest, that I know of, but there

is the making of music in it. —Ruskin.

You will find it less easy to uproot faults than to

choke them by gaining virtues. Do not think of your
faults; still less of others’ faults. In every person who
comes near you look for what is good and strong; honor
that; rejoice in it; as you can, try to imitate it, and
your faults will drop off, like dead leaves, when their

time comes. —Ruskin .

It is in loving, not in being loved,

The heart is blessed;

It is in giving, not in seeking gifts,

We find our quest.

Whatever be thy longing or thy need,

That do thou give.

So shalt thy soul be fed, and thou, indeed,

Shalt truly live. —M. E. Russell .
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No matter about yesterday’s shortcomings; to-day is

yours. —Annie H. Ryder.

Better a day of strife

Than a century of sleep.

—Father Ryan.

Beware of despairing about yourself.—St. Augustine.

Guard within yourself that treasure, kindness. Know
how to give without hesitation, how to lose without re-

gret, how to acquire without meanness.

—George Sand.

Seize what you can; the times are hard; one needs

To snatch enjoyment nimbly while it passes.—Schiller.

What is so universal as death must be benefit.—Schiller.

The very art of life, far as I have been able observe,

consists in fortitude and perseverance.

—Walter Scott.

Too much rest is rust. —Walter Scott.

When a man has not a good reason for doing a thing,

he has one reason for letting it alone.

—Walter Scott.
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Nothing is so strong as gentleness,

Nothing so gentle as real strength.

—Francis de Sales.
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Many persons might have attained to wisdom had they

not assumed that they already possessed it.—Seneca .

Give to a gracious message

A host of tongues; but let ill tidings tell

Themselves when they be felt.—Shakespeare .

God’s goodness hath been great to thee;

Let never day nor night unhallowed pass

But still remember what the Lord hath done.—Shakespeare .

He jests at scars that never felt a wound.—Shakespeare .

Her voice was ever soft.

Gentle and low—an excellent thing in woman.—Shakespeare .

How far that little candle throws its beams

!

So shines a good deed in a naughty world.

—Merchant of Venice .

How poor are they that have not patience!

What wound did ever heal but by degrees?—Shakespeare .
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Let me not to the marriage of true minds

Admit impediments. Love is not love

Which alters when it alteration finds.

Or bends with the remover to remove

;

Oh, no ! it is an ever-fixed mark.

That looks on tempest and is never shaken;

It is the star to every wandering bark.

Whose worth’s unknown although his height be taken.

Love’s not Time’s fool, though rosy lips and cheeks

Within his bending sickle’s compass come;

Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks.

But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

If this be error and upon me proved,

I never writ, nor no man ever loved.—Shakespeare .



O Lord, that lends me life, lend me a heart replete
with thankfulness —Shakespeare

.

One doth not know
How much an ill word may empoison liking.—Shakespeare.

Our doubts are traitors.

And make us lose the good we oft might win,

By fearing to attempt. —Shakespeare.

Security is mortal's chiefest enemy. —Macbeth.

S

This above all—to thine own self be true, and it must
follow, as the night the day, thou canst not then be
false to any man. —Shakespeare.

i

j

Thy friends thou hast and their adoption tried,

Grapple them to thy soul with hoops of steel;

But do not dull thy palm with entertainment

Of each new-hatched, unfledged comrade.—Shakespeare.

When words are scarce they are seldom spent in vain.—Shakespeare.
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If I were to give advice, I would say: Begin at the

bottom of the ladder; but be sure your ladder reaches

above the basement. Don’t try to get second-story pay

for basement work. You will be lifted from the base-

ment up higher if you are faithful. It makes little dif-

ference what you do, provided you do it better than it is

done now. —Leslie M. Shaw .
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The most unhappy man or woman on earth is the one
who rises in the morning with nothing to do and won-
ders how he will pass off the day.

—Leslie M. Shaw.

There is a great difference between a young man look-
ing for a situation and one looking for work.

—Leslie M. Shaw .

They are gladdening souls who mean exactly what
they say and expect you to say exactly what you mean.

—Elizabeth Sheppard.

To smile at the jest which plants a thorn in another's
breast is to become a principal in the mischief.—Sheridan

.

The surest way not to fail is to determine to succeed.—Sheridan.

Would you throw away a diamond because it pricked
you? One good friend is not to be weighed against the
jewels of all the earth. If there is coolness or unkind-
ness between us, let us come face to face and have it

out. Quick, before love grows cold!

—Robert Smith .
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They sin who tell us Love can die:

With life all other passions fly.

All others are but vanity.

In Heaven ambition cannot dwell.

Nor avarice in the vaults of Hell;

Earthly these passions; as of Earth,.

They perish where they have their birth.

But Love is indestructible;

Its holy flame forever burneth;

From Heaven it came—to Heaven returneth.

Too oft on Earth a troubled guest.

At times deceived, at times opprest.

It here is tried and purified.

And hath in Heaven its perfect rest.

It soweth here with toil and care.

But the harvest-time of Love is there.

—Robert Southey.



Are you happy now? Are you likely to remain so
till this evening, or next month, or next year? Then
why destroy present happiness by a distant misery which
may never come at all? Every substantial grief has
twenty shadows, and most of them shadows of your own
making. —Sydney Smith.

Avoid excess in everything. —Socrates.

What is useful is beautiful. —Socrates.

He that despiseth little things shall perish by little

and little. —Solomon.

Be brief; for it is with words as with sunbeams, the
more they are condensed the deeper they burn.—Southey.

For to travel hopefully is a better thing than to ar-
rive, and the true success is to labor.

—Robert Louis Stevenson.

The day returns and brings us the petty round of
irritating concerns and duties. Help us to play the
man, help us to perform them with laughter and kind
faces; let cheerfulness abound with industry. Give us
to go blithely on our business all this day, bring us to

our resting beds weary and content and undishonored;
and grant us in the end the gift of sleep. Amen.

-Robert Louis Stevenson.
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If I have faltered more or less

In my great task of happiness;

If I have moved among my race

And shown no glorious morning face;

If beams from happy human eyes

Have moved me not; if morning skies.

Books, and my food, and summer rain

Knocked on my sullen heart in vain;

Lord, Thy most pointed pleasure take.

And stab my spirit broad awake.

—Robert Louis Stevenson.
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The world is so full of a number of things,

I'm sure we should all be happy as kings.

—Robert Louis Stevenson .

Though we should be grateful for good houses, there

is no house like God's out-of-doors.

—Robert Louis Stevenson .

To me there is no duty we so much underrate as the
duty of being happy.

—Robert Louis Stevenson.

You will succeed best when you put the restless, anx-
ious side of affairs out of mind, and allow the restful

side to live in your thoughts.

—Margaret Stone .

Live not without a friend; the Alpine rock must own
Its mossy grace or else be nothing but a stone.—W. W. Story .

I

1

Do you think that because you have tried once and
failed you cannot succeed. There is no condition that
you cannot overcome. —Margaret Stowe .

An idle reason lessens the weight of the good ones you
gave before. —Swift .
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And he gave it for his opinion, that whoever could

make two ears of corn, or two blades of grass, to grow
upon a spot of ground where only one grew before,

would deserve better of mankind, and do more essential

service to his country, than the whole race of politicians

put together. —Swift.

Every day should be passed as if it were to be our

last. —Publius Syrus.

No one knows what he can do till he tries.

—Publius Syrus.

Hospitality is an expression of divine worship.—Talmud.

If a word spoken in its time is worth one piece of

money, silence in its time is worth two. —Talmud.

Into the well which supplies thee with water, cast no
stones. —Talmud.

Thy friend has a friend, and thy friend's friend has

a friend; be discreet. —Talmud.

He that is choice of his time will be choice of his

company and choice of his actions.

—Jeremy Taylor.

Good intentions are, at least, the seed of good actions

;

and every one ought to sow them, and leave it to the soil

and the seasons whether he or any other gather the fruit.

—William Temple .
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To live with a high ideal is a successful life. It is

not what one does, but what one tries to do, that makes

the soul strong and fit for a noble career.—E. P. Tenney.

God’s finger touched him, and he slept.—Tennyson.

In me there dwells

No greatness, save it be some far-off touch

Of greatness to know well I am not great.—Tennyson .

There lies more faith in honest doubt.

Believe me, than in half the creeds.—Tennyson .

Every one should consider his body as a priceless gift

from one whom he loves above all, a marvelous work of

art, of indescribable beauty, and mastery beyond hu-

man conception, and so delicate that a word, a breath, a

look, nay, a thought may injure it.

—Nikola Tesla .

j

Do we know ourselves or what good or evil circum-

stances may bring from us? Thrice fortunate is he to

whom circumstances are made easy, whom Fate visits

with gentle trial, and Heaven keeps out of temptation.—Thackeray .
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For he that wrongs his friend

Wrongs himself more, and ever bears about

A silent court of justice in his breast,

Himself the judge and jury, and himself

The prisoner at the bar, ever condemned.—Tennyson .
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In Love, if Love be Love, if Love be ours.

Faith and unfaith can ne’er be equal powers

;

Unfaith in aught is want of faith in all.

It is the little rift within the lute

That by and by will make the music mute.

And, ever widening, slowly silence all.

The little rift within the lover’s lute,

Or little pitted speck in garner’d fruit.

That, rotting inward, slowly moulders all.

It is not worth the keeping; let it go!

But shall it? Answer, darling; answer. No;

And trust me not at all or all in all.

—Alfred, Lord Tennyson.



The sunrise never failed us yet. —Celia Thaxter .

Associate reverently, and as much as you can, with
your loftiest thoughts. —Thoreau .

Be not simply good; be good for something.—Thoreau .

I believe that the mind can be profaned by the habit
of attending to trivial things, so that all our thoughts
shall be tinged with triviality. —Thoreau .

I know of no more encouraging fact than the unques-
tionable ability of a man to elevate his life by a con-
scious endeavor. It is something to be able to paint a
particular picture, or to carve a statue, and so make a
few objects beautiful; but it is far more glorious to
carve and paint the very atmosphere and medium
through which we look, which morally we can do.—Thoreau .

Read the best books first, or you may not have a
chance to read them at all. —Henry D. Thoreau .

It will be found everywhere that the men who have
succeeded in business have been the men who have ear-
nestly given themselves to it. Far more than mere tal-
ents or acquirements, enthusiasm and energy in work
carry the day. —Tullock .
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It is never too late to give up our prejudices.—Thoreau .
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A man is helpless and unsafe up to the measures of
his ignorance. —M. F. Tupper

.

There are two times in a man's life when he should
not speculate; when he can't afford it, and when he can.

—Mark Twain .

Science keeps down the weed of superstition, not by
logic, but by rendering the mental soil unfit for its cul-

tivation. —Tyndall .

To be glad of life because it gives you the chance to
love and to work and to play and to look up at the
stars; to be satisfied with your possessions, but not con-
tented with yourself until you have made the best of
them; to despise nothing in the world except falsehood
and meanness, and to fear nothing except cowardice;
to be governed by your admirations rather than by your
disgusts

; to covet nothing that is your neighbor’s except
his kindness of heart and gentleness of manners

;
to

think seldom of your enemies, often of your friend, and
every day of Christ; and to spend as much time as you
can with body and with spirit, in God’s out-of-doors

—

these are little guide-posts on the footpath of peace.

—Henry van Dyke.
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It is not required of every man and woman to be or

to do something great; most of us must content ourselves

with taking small parts in the chorus, as far as possible

without discord. —Henry van Dyke.

Love is not getting, but giving; not a wild dream of

pleasure, and a madness of desire—oh, no, love is not

that—it is goodness and honor, and peace and pure liv-

ing—yes, love is that; and it is the best thing in the

world, and the thing that lives longest.

—Henry van Dyke.

I will this day try to live a simple, sincere, and se-

rene life; repelling promptly every thought of discon-

tent, anxiety, discouragement, impurity, and self-seek-

ing; cultivating cheerfulness, magnanimity, charity, and

the habit of holy silence; exercising economy in ex-

penditure, carefulness in conversation, diligence in ap-

pointed service, fidelity to every trust, and a childlike

trust in God. J°kn H. Vincent.

Whatever betide, every misfortune must be overcome

by enduring it. Virgil.

Shun idleness, it is the rust that attaches itself to the

most brilliant metals. Voltaire.
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Life is the highest gift that we have received. That
gift should not be wasted. It must be made to serve

the purpose which animated the mind of the Lord of

Life when He gave it to us. —Charles Wagner.

Pleasure and simplicity are two old acquaintances.

Entertain simply, meet your friends simply. If you
come from work well done, are as amiable and genuine

as possible toward your companions and speak no evil

of the absent, your success is assured.

—Charles Wagner.

I know not where His islands lift

Their fronded palms in air;

I only know I cannot drift

Beyond His love and care.

O brothers ! If my faith is vain.

If hopes like these betray.

Pray for me that my feet may gain

The sure and safer way.

And Thou, O Lord ! by whom are seen
Thy creatures as they be,

Forgive me if too close I lean

My human heart on Thee.
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And so I find it well to come
For deeper rest to this still room;
For here the habit of the soul

Feels less the outer world's control,

And from the silence, multiplied.

By these still forms on every side.

The world that time and sense has known
Falls off and leaves us God alone. —Whittier;
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If there be some weaker one,

Give me strength to help him on;

If a blinder soul there be.

Let me guide him nearer Thee;
Make my mortal dreams come true

With the work I fain would do;

Clothe with life the weak intent,

Let me be the thing I meant;
Let me find in Thy employ.

Peace that dearer is than joy;

Out of self to love be led.

And to heaven acclimated.

Until all things sweet and good
Seem my natural habitude. —Whittier

.
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No longer forward nor behind
I look in hope or fear;

But grateful, take the good I find.

The best of now and here. —Whittier

.

Our fathers’ God ! from out whose hand
The centuries fall like grains of sand.

We meet to-day, united, free.

And loyal to our land and Thee,
To thank Thee for the era done
And trust Thee for the opening one.

Be wise to-day; ’tis madness to defer;

Next day the fatal precedent will plead;

Thus on, till wisdom is pushed out of life.

Procrastination is the thief of time;

Year after year it steals, till all are fled.

And to the mercies of a moment leaves

The vast concerns of an eternal scene.

—Edward Young

.

The dispute about religion and the practice of it sel-

dom go together. —Young

.

The stream of content must flow from ourselves, tak-

ing its source from a deliberate disposition to learn what
is good, and a determined resolution to seek for and en-

joy it, however small the portion may be.

Whittier.

—Zimmerman.
18
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Let us be such as help the life of the future.—Zoroaster.

Taking the first footstep with a good thought, the see-

ond with a good word, and the third with a good deed,

I entered Paradise. Zoroascet

•
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